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Vegetarer i den britiske presse: Myter og antagelser om den kødfri minoritet 

 

Målet for denne kandidatafhandling var at undersøge, hvordan vegetarer og vegetarisme fremstilles 

diskursivt i den britiske presse, samt hvad der ligger til grund for denne fremstilling. Med det formål blev 

der foretaget en kritisk diskursanalyse af 135 avisartikler fra 20 landsdækkende, britiske aviser 

Målet for kritisk diskursanalyse (KDA) er at påvise ulige magtrelationer i samfundet, som de konstitueres og 

legitimiseres gennem sprogbrug. KDA fandtes derfor velegnet til at undersøge, hvordan vegetarisme 

konstrueres diskursivt i et primært ikke-vegetarisk land, og danner både teoretisk og metodisk ramme for 

undersøgelsen.  

Analysens resultater viser, at vegetarer i overvældende grad fremstilles negativt. Der kunne i avisartiklerne 

påvises ni forskelle diskurser, som hver især indeholder klare antagelser om vegetarer, deres motivationer 

og deres forhold til andre. Otte af de ni påviste diskurser er negative, mens kun en er positiv i dens holdning 

til vegetarisme. De ni diskurser fremstiller vegetarer som henholdsvis overdrevent følelsesladede, 

ekstremistiske, en byrde for andre,selvretfærdige og hykleriske, og vegetarisme som uspændende, en 

livsstil præget af afsavn, og på forskellige tidspunkter som både godt og dårligt for menneskers helbred.  

For at forklare fremkosten af disse diskurser trækker analysen på teorien om carnism.  Termen �carnism� 

beskriver den hegemoniske ideologi som påvirker os til at spise visse arter af dyr. Denne ideologi er så 

bærende i vores samfund, at de færreste sætter spørgsmål ved den men blot følger dens principper uden at 

tænke over de valg de tager. Som diamentral modsætning til carnism repræsenterer vegetarisme og den 

kritik som er iboende i dens standpunkt en trussel imod carnisms dominante  position i samfundet. Ifølge 

KDA er magtfulde ideologier i stand til at påvirke vores opfattelse af  verden igennem deres adgang til 

dominante diskurser, da diskurser ikke blot ses som objektive afspejlinger af virkeligheden, men som 

konstituerede af og konstituerende for denne. For at sikre dens magt vil det da være fordelagtigt for 

carnism at fremstille vegetarisme på en måde som forstummer dens kritik. 

De ni identificerede diskurser lader til at vise, at carmism har stor indflydelse på de britiske avisers 

fremstilling af vegetarer. Dette er ikke udtryk for at enkelte journalister med vilje arbejder for at opretholde 

carnisms magt, men blot for omfanget af dens magt og for i hvor høj grad den tages for givet. De otte 

identificerede negative diskurser fremstiller alle vegetarisme på en måde der er fordelagtig for carnism. 

Fremstillingen af vegetarer som overdrevent følelsesladede får dem til at fremstå som ulogiske og 

hysteriske, og fremstillingen af vegetarer som eksremistiske får deres holdninger til at fremstå som et 
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resultat af fanatisme. Begge disse fremstillinger antyder, at vegetarers holdninger og kritik ikke bør tages 

alvorligt. Fremstillingen af vegetarisme som et enormt afsavn, som en kedelige livstil og som en byrde for 

andre får vegetarisme til et fremstå som et umuligt projekt, som knap er værd at forsøge. Fremstillingen af 

vegetarer som hykleriske og selvretfærdige anses som en måde hvorpå carnism skyder budbringeren, hvor 

de som påpeger adfærd de finder kritisabelt selv bliver gjort til genstand for kritik. 

Samtidig er fremstillingen af vegetarisme som unormalt, unaturligt og skadende med til at etablere 

kødspisning som værende normalt, naturligt of nødvendigt. Vegetarisme fremstilles som skadende for 

menneskers sundhed, ved at hævde at det fører til f.eks. jern- og vitaminmangel. Det fremstilles som 

unaturligt ved at trække på, at mennesker historisk har spist kød � et faktum som vegetarer fremstilles som 

værende for drevet af ulogisk følelsesladethed til at kunne acceptere. Og det fremstilles som unormalt ved 

at fremstille carnism som �bare sådan det er�, og vegetarisme som værende uoverensstemmende med 

vores normer og traditioner. 

Disse fremstillinger af vegetarer har flere konsekvenser. De marginaliserer vegetarer og giver et forkert 

billede af deres motivationer. Ydemere fastholder de os i en situation, hvor vegetarisme ses som 

besynderligt, ekstremt og ulogisk i stedet for som et logisk svar på f.eks. problemer med global opvarmning 

og ikke mindst dyrevelfærd. 
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Introduction 
 

The roots of vegetarianism as an ideology, i.e. with a moral imperative, go back thousands of years, to 

Greece and India around 500 BCE (Spencer, 1995, p. x). In Greece, Pythagoras taught abstinence from 

meat, and the term �Pythagorean� was to become synonymous with �vegetarian� (Spencer, 1995, p. 33). 

Throughout history, vegetarianism has been evident across time and cultures, with influential thinkers such 

as Buddha, St. Francis of Assisi, Leonardo Da Vinci, Franz Kafka, Leo Tolstoy and Gandhi identifying as 

vegetarians. And throughout history, vegetarians have been ridiculed, marginalised and criminalised for 

their beliefs (Spencer, 1995, p. xiii).  

The term �vegetarian� was not coined until the 19
th

 century, with its first official use dating to 1847, when 

The Vegetarian Society was founded in Kent in the United Kingdom, enrolling 150 members (The 

Vegetarian Society). In 2013, the number of vegetarians in the UK stands at 1.2 million individuals, i.e. 2% of 

the population. Although vegetarians remain a minority in the UK, vegetarianism has become relatively 

mainstream. Vegetarian foods are readily available, at supermarkets as well as restaurants, and convenient 

labelling makes it easy to pick products that are suitable for vegetarians.  The connection between animal 

agriculture and environmental degradation is well-established, consumers are increasingly concerned 

about animal welfare issues, and the link between meat consumption and disease is  largely accepted, all of 

which has led to the growing popularity of concepts such as �Meat-free Mondays� and �flexitarianism�
1
 (The 

Vegetarian Society).  Combined with a number of meat related crises which have swept the UK over the 

past two decades, there appears to be plenty of momentum for contemporary vegetarianism in the UK. 

But while a vegetarian diet is now widely accessible, and concerns for classic vegetarian causes such as 

animal welfare and environmental issues are high, there is still reason to believe that vegetarian ideology is 

far from being accepted into the mainstream (Smart, 2004, p. 80). Many vegetarians still feel marginalised 

and met with criticism, scepticism and scrutiny due to their choice of diet (Greenebaum, 2012, p. 315). As a 

vegetarian, I have experienced this scrutiny first hand, from friends, family, colleagues, employers and 

others, both in Denmark and in the UK, where I currently live. Upon disclosing my dietary orientation, I am 

often met with a range of questions and assumptions. Firstly, people normally want to know why. I answer, 

even though I know my explanation will not always be well received. In addition, I am often asked how I get 

enough protein, if I miss bacon, and if I am unaware that humans are omnivores, biologically designed to 

                                                           
1
 As the word would imply, Meat-free Mondays is the practise of eating a vegetarian diet on Mondays. Flexetarianism 

refers to the practice of significantly lowering one�s meat intake while continuing to eat meat on occasion.  
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eat meat. Furthermore, I am often told that I do not look like a typical vegetarian, because I have full 

cheeks and healthy looking skin, and that I do not act like one, because I do not push my opinions on 

others. 

Through my encounters with other vegetarians, I have come to understand that the reactions I have met 

are far from uncommon. Once the vegetarian cat is out of the bag, vegetarians often find themselves 

explaining, defending or apologising for their choices (Joy, 2010, p. 106). The wealth of questions and 

assumptions directed at vegetarians are indicative of a number of myths and stereotypes surrounding 

vegetarians and vegetarianism, which appear to be believed by many.  

The reactions that I and other vegetarians continuously meet seem incongruous with the UK�s seemingly 

beneficial conditions for vegetarianism. Surely, vegetarians are just taking the concerns for animal welfare, 

the environment and their own health shared by society at large one step further? And surely, this must be, 

if not commendable, then at least certainly neither mysterious nor offensive? After all, it is only food, right? 

The answer to this question can only fully be understood when we comprehend the central role of meat 

within society. Eating meat is a practice so deeply entrenched in Western society that it is seen as common 

sense � as a given rather than a choice. For most people, vegetarianism thus represents more than just a 

dietary preference. Vegetarians and non-vegetarians alike recognise that vegetarianism is an expression of 

a deeper belief system, of one�s ideological standpoint � one that is at odds with the dominant culture (Joy, 

2010, p. 28). Through their diet, vegetarians challenge the social norm that is meat-eating, and with or 

without his intent, the vegetarian�s choice not to eat meat may be seen as a social critique of the lifestyle 

and beliefs of the meat-eating majority (Willetts, 1997, p. 126).  

Through their access to dominant discourses, dominant social groups have the power to define reality 

(Jørgensen & Phillips, 2002, p. 61). Under the maxim that words create meaning, this thesis assumes that 

the dominant social position of the ideology of meat-eating allows it to construct vegetarians discursively in 

ways that further their own interests. Reproducing and sustaining commonly believed myths and 

generalisations allows the dominant social group to discredit vegetarianism and the criticism inherent in its 

stance, thus confirming the legitimacy of the values and behaviours of the majority. 

The purpose of this research is to investigate how power relations and ideology shape discourses on 

vegetarianism in the British press. As our primary source of information, the mass media are highly 

influential actors, capable of influencing public perceptions, attitudes and ways of understanding (Van Dijk 

T. A., 2001, p. 359). While certain values and world views are reproduced and sustained by media 

discourses, others are excluded and thus silenced (Carvalho, 2007, p. 223), setting the parameters for what 
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can and cannot easily be discussed (Cole & Morgan, 2011, p. 136). According to Van Dijk, �most of our social 

and political knowledge and beliefs about the world derive from the dozens of news reports we read or see 

every day.� (Van Dijk, 1991, p. 110). With vegetarians making up only 2% of the British population, it is likely 

that many members of the public have never personally known a vegetarian and thus do not have the 

knowledge needed to challenge the constructions of vegetarians they are exposed to in the press. It is 

therefore the hope of this thesis that an analysis of the discourses on vegetarianism found in British 

national newspapers might provide some insight into the prevalence of myths and assumptions about 

vegetarianism in the UK.  

The theory of critical discourse analysis aims to uncover unequal power relations in society, as they are 

constituted and reproduced through discursive practises, and to encourage social change (Phillips & 

Schrøder, 2005, p. 64), which is congruent with the aims of this thesis. Drawing on insights from critical 

discourse analysis, this thesis will seek to answer the following research question: 

 

What are the dominant discourses on vegetarians and vegetarianism in UK national newspapers and why? 

 

To my knowledge, this thesis is the first study of the construction of vegetarianism in the press. A similar 

study was carried out by Cole and Morgan (2011), who critically examined discourses on veganism in UK 

national newspapers for the year of 2007. The discourses identified by Cole and Morgan were found to be 

largely derogatory, interpreted by the authors as �vegephobia� (Cole & Morgan, 2011, p. 134). With vegans 

comprising an even smaller minority than vegetarians in the UK
2
 and the common interpretation of the 

vegan diet as being a more extreme subset of vegetarianism (Cole & Morgan, 2011, p. 135), this thesis is 

motivated by an aim to determine whether discourses on vegetarianism are any less derogatory than those 

identified by Cole and Morgan on veganism. For the sake of clarity, the terms vegetarian and vegan and the 

differences between the two should be defined. 

According to the vegetarian society, the term �vegetarian� is defined as �someone living on a diet of grains, 

pulses, nuts, seeds, vegetables and fruits with or without the use of dairy products or eggs. A vegetarian 

does not eat any meat, poultry, game, fish, shellfish, or slaughter by-products (The Vegetarian Society)�. 

Vegans do not eat any products which are derived from animals, excluding eggs, dairy products and honey 

                                                           
2
 No survey large enough to determine an accurate number of vegans in the UK has been carried out, however, The 

Vegan Society estimate the number at around 150,000 individuals (The Vegan Society). 
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in addition to meat (The Vegan Society). Vegans thus excludes more food products from their diet than 

vegetarians, as vegetarians only exclude products which require the slaughter of animals, whereas vegans 

exclude all products which require any use of animals in the production process.  
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Methodology and theoretical framework 

 

The following chapter serves to present and validate the appropriateness of the theoretical framework and 

methodology applied to this thesis. Firstly, the philosophical assumptions which underpin this thesis are 

presented, and their implications for the validity of the study�s findings are discussed. Secondly, the 

theoretical and methodological framework applied is described and accounted for, and thirdly, the 

approaches taken in collecting and investigating data are introduced. 

 

Social constructivism 

 

Everything we hear is an opinion, not a fact. Everything we see is perspective, not the truth. 

-Marcus Aurelius 

 

This thesis applies a social constructivist approach to answering its research question. The basic assertion 

within social constructivism is that reality is a socially constructed phenomenon, which classifies social 

constructivism as anti-realism and anti-essentialism (Esmark, Lausten, & Andersen, 2005, p. 16). This means 

that within social constructivism, there can be no given nature to the world or people, and no such thing as 

an objective fact (Burr, 2003, pp. 5-6). 

As explained by Burr (2003, p. 2), social constructivism is a broad term, to which no single definition can be 

ascribed. Rather than being linked by one common idea or assumption, social constructivist approaches can 

be said to share enough recurrent features to identify them as belonging to the same group. Nonetheless, 

Burr lists four key assumptions which all social constructivist approaches share: 

 

ü A critical stance toward taken-for-granted knowledge 

Social constructivism invites us to be critical of our own assumptions of the world, and to challenge 

the idea of objective knowledge. It invites us to be cautious of the categories we place upon the 

world and accept that our observations about the world do not necessarily refer to real, natural 

divisions.  
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ü Historical and cultural specificity 

Social constructivism assumes that the ways in which we understand the world are historically and 

culturally specific. The categories through which we each see the world depend upon where in the 

world and when in history we live. Our notions of what is normal and abnormal, natural and 

unnatural, right and wrong etc. are products of the time and culture we live in, and thus we may 

never assume that our ways of understanding are any better or any more truthful than others. 

 

ü Knowledge is sustained by social processes 

Rather than being derived from nature and representing an objective truth, our ways of 

understanding and our knowledge of the world are constructed by people through daily 

interactions. Knowledge is created and maintained through social interaction, which is why all 

social practices and language use in particular are of great interest to social constructivists. 

 

ü Knowledge and social action go together 

If knowledge and truth are not objective but socially constructed, it is conceivable to think of 

innumerable possible social constructions of the world. Different constructions of the world bring 

about and invite to different actions and behaviours from human beings, while they exclude others. 

Our constructions of knowledge and truth thus have social consequences, as they become 

prescriptive of the forms of action that are acceptable and those that are unthinkable. 

 

Social constructivism, then, leads to a view of knowledge that is predominantly subjective and socially 

constructed. This implies a need to question the validity of the findings of this thesis, as they, too, must be 

seen as just one possible construction of the truth. In this regard, I acknowledge that my research will be 

affected by my own values, assumptions and preconceived understandings of the world. The findings and 

conclusions made in this thesis can thus not be claimed to be a neutral or objective reflection of an 

absolute truth, but rather my interpretation and understanding of the subject under analysis, as it is 

understood in light of the applied theory. It is, however, precisely the consistent and methodological 

application of the theoretical framework to the empirical data, as well as my understanding and acceptance 

of my own subjectivity, that allow me to distance myself from my own pre-understandings in the analysis of 

my hypothesis and the discussion of the findings (Jørgensen & Phillips, 2002, p. 22). 
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Critical discourse analysis 

 

The limits of my language mean the limits of my world � Ludwig Wittgenstein 

 

Discourse analysis is one of the most widely used approaches within social constructivism (Jørgensen & 

Phillips, 2002, p. 4), as it provides a useful tool in identifying the processes by with knowledge is 

constructed. Discourse analysis is a broad term covering many disciplines, of which critical discourse 

analysis (henceforth CDA) is one. CDA goes beyond a merely descriptive analysis of discourse to an analysis 

of the reasons why and ways by which particular discourses are produced (Teo, 2000, p. 11).  

 

CDA is in itself an umbrella term covering various approaches. According to Jørgensen and Phillips, 

�approaches to CDA provide theories and methods for the empirical study of the relationship between 

discourse and social and cultural developments in social domains.� (2002, p. 60). Broadly speaking, a 

discourse can be described as �a particular way of talking about and understanding the world (or an aspect 

of the world).� (Jørgensen & Phillips, 2002, p. 1). Although approaches to CDA differ, it is possible to identify 

features common to all approaches. As indicated by its social constructivist roots, it is a basic assumption of 

CDA that discourses are not just objective reflections of the world, but forms of social practice which both 

constitute the social world and are constituted by other social practices (Jørgensen & Phillips, 2002, p. 61). 

Discourse is thus seen as a form of action which is in a dialectical relationship with its social context, as it 

both influences and is influenced by it (Fairclough, 1995, p. 131). Discursive practices, i.e. processes of 

production and consumption of texts, are viewed as social practices which contribute to the construction of 

representations of the world, social subjects and social relations (Jørgensen & Phillips, 2002, p. 61). This 

means that discourses are closely related to concepts of power and hegemony, as discursive practices 

contribute to the construction and reproduction of unequal power relations between groups (Jørgensen & 

Phillips, 2002, p. 63).  

 

The dominance of a discourse gives social groups the power to  define the social world, and to dictate what 

can and cannot be said. Achieveing a hegemonic position allows that social group to determine the 

categories through which the world is to be understood, while other groups are silenced. Social relations 

are thus characterised by a constant struggle between social groups to achieve hegemony (Hjort, 1997, p. 

12). The power of a dominant group is considered hegemonic when it is integrated in the laws, rules and 

norms of society (Van Dijk T. A., 2001, p. 355). The power of the dominant group is not always exercised 
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through explicitly dominant acts by members of the dominant group, but might be seen in taken-for-

granted acts of everyday life. 

 

The word critical implies an aim in CDA to expose unequal power relations, as they are constituted and 

legitimised through discursive practices (Phillips & Schrøder, 2005, p. 283). It seeks to uncover often 

opaque relationships between discursive practices and broader social and cultural structures, and to 

investigate how such practices are ideologically shaped by relations of power and struggles over power 

(Fairclough, 1995, pp. 132-133).  

 

British linguist Norman Fairclough has constructed a useful three-dimensional model for the analysis of 

discourse as social practice. Norman Fairclough�s CDA thus provides both the theoretical and 

methodological framework for this analysis. 

 

Fairclough applies three different meanings to the concept of discourse (Jørgensen & Phillips, 2002, p. 67). 

In its broadest sense, discourse refers to language use as a social practice. This corresponds to the view of 

discourse mentioned above, which is in a dialectical relationship with the world, at once constituted by and 

constituting it. More narrowly, discourse is taken to mean the kind of language used within a specific field, 

e.g. political discourse, scientific discourse or media discourse. Lastly and most concretely, discourse is used 

as a countable noun to mean �a way of signifying experience from a particular perspective� (Fairclough, 

1995, p. 135), e.g. feminist discourse. Fairclough understands discourse as both written and spoken 

language, as well as other semiotic practices such as images and body language (Fairclough, 1995, p. 131). 

 

According to Fairclough, all instances of language use comprise a communicative event. Every 

communicative event consists of three dimensions: text, discursive practice and social practice, as 

illustrated by the three-dimensional model. 
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Figure 1. Fairclough's three-dimensional model 

 

In the analysis of any discursive event, all three dimensions of the model should be covered. The textual 

analysis should focus on the linguistic features of the text, the analysis of discursive practice on the 

production and consumption of the text, and the analysis of social practice on the wider social practice to 

which the communicative event belongs (Jørgensen & Phillips, 2002, p. 68).  

 

The centre of the model shows the textual dimension. The textual analysis focuses on the linguistic features 

of the text, such as vocabulary, grammar, cohesion between sentences and sentence coherence 

(Fairclough, 1995, p. 134). The analysis of a text�s formal features aims to uncover the way linguistic 

features are used to construct seemingly objective representations of the world and to create identities for 

the actors present in the text and relationships between these. 

 

The second dimension, the discursive practice, is found in the middle of the model, indicative of its role as 

mediator between the text and the social practice. The analysis of the discursive practice focuses on the 

production, distribution and consumption of texts (Werther, 1997, p. 222), and it is through these 

processes, where people use language to produce and consume texts, that texts influence and are 

influenced by social practice (Jørgensen & Phillips, 2002, p. 69).  

 

The analysis of the discursive practice considers a text�s intertextuality, i.e. the influence of history on a text 

and the text�s influence on history. All texts are part of an order of discourse, meaning the sum of all the 

discourse types, consisting of discourses and genres, which are used within a social institution or a social 

field (Jørgensen & Phillips, 2002, p. 67). The relationship between the communicative event and its order of 
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discourse is dialectical. Texts are shaped by their order of discourse, as authors draw on previous texts and 

discourses when creating texts, and texts can reactivate earlier texts from its order of discourse by referring 

to them directly or indirectly (Werther, 1997, p. 225). At the same time, texts enter themselves into the 

order of discourse to which they belong and thus come to shape future texts.  

 

The outermost dimension of the model is the social practice. At this stage, the analysis focuses on the social 

and societal context to which the communicative event belongs, which it is influenced by, and which it 

contributes to maintaining or challenging (Hansen, 1997, p. 317). A text position itself in regards to its order 

of discourse by choosing to either reproduce or challenge it (Fairclough, 1995, p. 11). The analysis of a 

text�s social practice thus includes considering the communicative event�s relation to the existing order of 

discourse, whether it reproduces or restructures it, and which consequences this has for the broader social 

practice (Jørgensen & Phillips, 2002, p. 86).  

 

Social change is created when the order of discourse is challenged, whereas an adherence to and 

reproduction of the order of discourse enables the stability of the dominant order of discourse and thereby 

the dominant social order (Jørgensen & Phillips, 2002, p. 73). In practice, the possibility for change is limited 

by power relations and hegemonic struggle (Jørgensen & Phillips, 2002, p. 74), as different actors have 

different access to discourses. Any agent of discourse takes part in a struggle to assert the most possible 

influence over the dominant discourse in society. As mentioned, the dominance of a discourse gives 

dominant social groups the power to define the social world. Therefore, dominant groups will fight to 

assert and maintain their hegemony. 

 

In analysing the wider social structures to which the communicative event belongs, it is necessary to draw 

upon other theories, e.g. social or cultural, to give insight into the social practice in question (Jørgensen & 

Phillips, 2002, p. 86). To shed light on the social and cultural structures relevant to this thesis, it draws on 

the theory of carnism, which is introduced below.  
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Carnism 

 

What it lies in our power to do, it lies in our power not to do. � Aristotle 

 

Carnism is a term used to describe the hegemonic, taken-for-granted ideology that conditions people to eat 

animals (Freeman & Leventi-Perez, 2002, p. 103), or more precisely, some animals. It was coined by 

American social psychologist and professor of sociology and psychology at The University of Massachusetts, 

Melanie Joy. The theory of carnism positions vegetarianism not just as a contrast to the norm, but to an 

equally ideologically fuelled concept, namely carnism. Most people realise that vegetarianism is an 

expression on one�s ideological standpoint, as indicated by the suffix �ism.  The word �vegetarian� not only 

refers to a person who does not eat meat, rather, it denotes a person who will not eat meat, because for 

one reason or another, they believe it is wrong to do so (Smart, 2004, p. 80). The individual�s choice to be 

vegetarian thus becomes one of belief, or, of ideology. Meanwhile, we rarely think of people who do eat 

meat as being similarly driven by ideology or belief. This is because, largely, we do not see meat eating as a 

choice in the same way we do vegetarianism, but as the given or the �natural� thing to do (Adams, 2009, p. 

44). In keeping with its social constructivist underpinnings, however, this thesis works on the premise that 

nothing is naturally given, and thus eating meat becomes a choice, albeit a choice that many do not realise 

they are making.  

The ideology that underlies this behaviour, carnism, is so entrenched in our society that its assumptions 

and practices are seen simply as common sense (Joy, 2010, p. 31), leaving it essentially invisible. The 

hegemonic position of carnism in society is seen in the way its tenets are incorporated into law � in UK law 

for instance, kept animals are treated as legal property (The Liason Group of UK Animal Welfare Advisory 

Bodies, 2013, p. 2) � as well as norms and customs. 

The invisibility of carnism is exemplified in the fact that up until recently, it had never been given a name. 

When an ideology remains nameless, we cannot talk about it, and if we cannot talk about it, it scarcely 

exists. While people who do not eat meat are labelled vegetarians and their ideological standpoint 

vegetarianism, there has been no word to accurately describe people who do eat meat (Joy, 2010, p. 29). 

The term �meat eater� simply describes behaviour, but says nothing about the ideological standpoint that 

guides this behaviour. Similarly, the terms �carnivore� and �omnivore� describes an animal�s (human or non-
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human) biological constitution, but says nothing about choice. For this reason, Joy coined the term �carnist� 

to describe people who chose to eat meat and �carnism� as the ideology that conditions them to do so. 

While the term is new, the notion of meat-eating as ideology is not, see e.g. Twigg (1983), Fiddes (1991) 

and Adams (2009). As ideologies, the main difference between carnism and vegetarianism is their relative 

power, as carnists make up the dominant social group.  

 As with other ideologies before it, carnism is an ideology that requires victims. Without the slaughter of 

animals, carnism would cease to exist (Joy, 2010, p. 33). Furthermore, as with other exploitive ideologies 

before it, carnism ensures its continued dominance through the reinforcement of three myths which justify 

the slaughter of animals for food � the construction of eating meat as normal, natural and necessary 

(Freeman & Leventi-Perez, 2002, p. 103). According to Joy (2010, p. 97), these myths are so ingrained in our 

society that they guide our actions without our even having to think about it. This explains why eating meat 

seems not as a choice but as a given. Using the terminology of CDA, carnism is constructed discursively as 

normal, natural and necessary, and due to the hegemonic position of the ideology, this becomes the truth 

as most people see it. Joy outlines the effects of constructing meat-eating as normal, natural and 

necessary: 

When ideology is normalised, its tenets become social norms (Joy, 2010, p. 105). Norms are not merely 

descriptive, describing how things are, they are also prescriptive, influencing the way we think things 

should be. Norms are reflected in our customs and traditions, as seen in the focus on meat in e.g. many 

holiday celebrations (Joy, 2010, p. 106). By way of their prescriptive nature, norms guide our actions by 

presenting paths for us to follow. While it is of course not impossible for us to stray off those paths and act 

in opposition to the norm, it is usually easier to conform to the majority. 

When ideology is naturalised, its tenets are seen as being in accordance with the laws of nature and 

sometimes religion (Joy, 2010, p. 107), and thus come to represent the way things were meant to be. For 

carnism, this leads to a belief that animals naturally exist for humans to eat (Joy, 2010, p. 108), and that 

humans are meant to eat them. Naturalisation provides ideology with a logical and biological basis, by 

drawing on e.g. historical, religious and scientific �facts�, thus making it appear irrefutable. 

The belief that eating meat is necessary manifests itself in several ways. For one, in the belief that meat is 

necessary for human health and even survival (Joy, 2010, p. 109). This belief is often seen in the implication 

that meat is a necessary protein or vitamin source. Secondly, the myth of necessity is seen in the belief that 

we must continue to eat meat because the world would otherwise be overrun by farm animals (Joy, 2010, 
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p. 111). Thirdly, the myth of necessity is seen in the belief that the economy is dependent on the meat 

industry. 

The three carnist myths have obvious implications for the construction of vegetarianism which is necessary 

to sustain carnism. To ensure that eating meat is seen as normal, natural and necessary, not eating meat 

must be seen as abnormal, unnatural and damaging. Furthermore, by questioning the justifications for and 

morality of eating meat, vegetarianism and veganism present a threat to the dominant carnist ideology. 

Carnist culture defends itself against the threat posed by vegetarians and vegans by attempting to discredit 

them, e.g. by portraying vegetarians as hostile towards members of the dominant group (anti-meat eater 

rather than anti-meat), as otherwise undesirable (hysterical, radical, hypocritical) or not credible (irrational, 

sentimental) (Carnism Awareness and Action Network, 2012, p. 7). 

Highly instrumental in the reinforcement of the carnist myths are the mass media (Freeman & Leventi-

Perez, 2002, p. 103). This is not to say that all journalists purposefully uphold and sustain carnist ideology, 

but having been raised in a predominantly carnist society, their actions, too, are guided by the tenets of the 

ideology (Joy, 2010, p. 99). The news media are our primary source of information, and by reinforcing the 

construction of meat eating as normal, natural and necessary, they serve to sustain carnist dominance (Joy, 

2010, p. 105).  This relationship between the media and carnism shows the dialectical relationship between 

discourse and social practice. Media discourses are shaped by the dominant, carnist ideology, while 

simultaneously reproducing and sustaining carnist discourses.  

The importance placed on the media in sustaining the dominance of carnism makes newspaper articles a 

pertinent place to investigate views and assumptions on vegetarianism and vegetarians. Throughout the 

following analysis, the way the dominance of carnism affects newspaper discourses on vegetarianism will 

thus be of focus. 

 

Delimitations, corpus sources and method of selection 

 

The corpus used in this analysis consists of British newspaper articles, which deal fully or in part with 

vegetarians or vegetarianism. This includes everything from articles for which the main topic is 

vegetarianism to articles that only mention vegetarianism in passing. All national, daily newspapers as well 

as their Sunday editions were selected, to ensure an accurate representation of the construction of 

vegetarian and vegetarianism, regardless of the paper�s political orientation, format, circulation, number of 
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readers etc. As a result, articles were selected from 20 newspapers in total � Ten broadsheets and ten 

tabloids. The ten broadsheets from which articles were selected are The Daily Telegraph, The Sunday 

Telegraph, The Guardian, The Observer, The Independent, The Independent on Sunday, The Times, The 

Sunday Times, Financial Times, and i. The ten tabloids from which articles were selected are the Daily Mail, 

the Mail on Sunday, the Daily Express, The Sunday Express, The Sun, The Daily Mirror, The Sunday Mirror, 

Daily Star, Daily Star on Sunday and The People. 

This thesis follows much research into media discourses in choosing to focus on newspaper articles only 

(see e.g. Boykoff, 2008; Brown and Doulton; 2009, Carvalho, 2007; Cole and Morgan, 2011). In doing so, 

several other British news sources, such as TV, radio, magazines, internet etc. were left out. There are 

several reasons for this choice. Firstly, the scope of this assignment did not allow for the inclusion of all 

media, due to the sheer amount of data this would entail. Secondly, being a written source, newspaper 

articles provide for quick and easy data collection and ease of analysis. Lastly, newspapers are thought to 

be vastly important within the overall media discourse (Brown & Doulton, 2009, p. 192), and so seemed the 

natural choice for analysis.  

Whereas other studies have focused on either broadsheets or tabloids, this thesis follows Cole and Morgan 

(2011) in including both. The readership of tabloids and broadsheets vary significantly (Boykoff, 2008, p. 

551). 60% of broadsheet readers are defined as upper middle class or middle class, which is true for only 

20% of tabloid readers, while the majority of tabloid readers are defined as working class. Broadsheets are 

largely considered the �quality� press and are believed to be primary influences on policy and decision-

making, while tabloids are commonly viewed as more populist and sensationalist and generally have higher 

average daily circulations than broadsheets (Boykoff, 2008, p. 550). As this study aims to determine how 

vegetarians and vegetarianism are constructed across all demographic categories and does not wish to 

focus on any one socioeconomic group over others, it was not deemed suitable to focus on either 

broadsheets or tabloids in isolation. Furthermore, including both broadsheets and tabloids will make 

apparent any differences in the construction of vegetarians and vegetarianism between the two.  

The online newspaper database Factiva was used to search the selected newspapers for the keywords 

�vegetarian�, �vegetarians� and �vegetarianism�. Slang words referring to vegetarians such as �veggies� were 

purposefully left out due to their ambiguousness, as their inclusion would have yielded too many results in 

which �veggies� referred simply to vegetables. It was assumed that the use of �veggies� as referring to 

vegetarians would often be used in combination with one of the chosen keywords in addition to the slang 

word and would thus be included after all.  
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The date range was set to 1/1-2011 to 31/12-2011, as 2011 was the most recent complete calendar year 

when the data was collected. An entire calendar year was chosen to avoid any isolated events influencing 

the results. As the aim of this thesis is to provide an accurate analysis of the way in which vegetarians and 

vegetarianism are constructed in the British media at present, choosing the most recent complete calendar 

year was deemed preferable.  

Using Factiva provided for quick and easy data collection and ensured that no keywords were accidentally 

missed. The initial search yielded a total of 2159 articles which contained one or more of the keywords. 

These were all read, and all articles that did not at any point express an opinion on vegetarians or 

vegetarianism were discarded. Examples of discarded articles were restaurant reviews, recipes and similar 

which mentioned e.g. a vegetarian spring roll, or mentions of vegetarian celebrities. Recipes for vegetarian 

dishes were left out, although these in themselves present an interesting challenge. Continuing to describe 

meat-free recipes as vegetarian, e.g. �vegetarian lentil soup� rather than just �lentil soup�, reinforces the 

notion that meat-free food is something different, out of the mainstream and alternative, rather than just 

food. However, as the focus of this thesis is vegetarians and vegetarianism, not vegetarian food, this issue 

was deemed beyond its scopes, but is certainly thought to merit further investigation.   

All forms of content were included, including news reports, letters from readers, editorials, debate pieces 

etc, as editorial decisions to publish pieces were viewed as representative of that newspaper�s discourse on 

vegetarians and vegetarianism.  

After the first screening, only 135 articles remained. These were re-read and divided into broad categories 

of positive, neutral and negative, based on the overall tone of the opinion on vegetarians or vegetarianism 

expressed in the article. Positive articles were those deemed to be favourable towards vegetarians and 

vegetarianism, e.g. highlighting health benefits or giving voice to arguments for vegetarianism. Neutral 

articles described vegetarianism neither favourably nor unfavourably, e.g. describing vegetarianism as 

being as nutritionally sound as carnism. Negative articles were those containing derogatory discourses on 

vegetarians or vegetarianism. 

Of the 135 articles, 23 or 16.8% contained one or more positive discourses, 10 articles, or 7.3% contained 

value neutral discourses, and 102 articles or 75.5% contained one or more negative discourses on 

vegetarians and/or vegetarianism. These results are similar to those found by Cole and Morgan, where 

74.3% of articles mentioning vegans or veganism where deemed negative (Cole & Morgan, 2011, p. 138). It 

should be noted, however, that the results of these two studies are not entirely comparable, as Cole and 

Morgan included articles such as restaurant reviews and recipes, counting a positive review of a vegan 
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restaurant or recipe as favourable towards veganism.  As mentioned earlier, such articles were excluded 

from this study, on the basis that it is entirely possible to enjoy a vegetarian meal while remaining sceptical 

about vegetarians or the adoption of a vegetarian lifestyle. 

 

 

Figure 2: Frequency of discourses by newspaper 

 

After being divided into groups of positive, neutral and negative, all articles were carefully re-read, with 

view to identifying dominant discourses on vegetarians and vegetarianism in the selected articles. Working 

with Jørgensen and Phillips� broad definition of the term, this means specific ways of talking about and 

understanding vegetarians and vegetarianism. A total of nine distinct, dominant discourses were identified, 

eight of which were negative and one which was positive, as well as several rarer discourses, which were 

repeated too infrequently to warrant inclusion in the analysis. In many cases, more than one of the 

dominant discourses were present in the same article. On some occasions, positive and negative discourses 

were present in the same article, in which case the article was categorised based on the most prevalent 

discourse. 

The 8 negative discourses, in order of frequency of occurrence, are: 

· Characterising vegetarians as overly sensitive  

· Characterising vegetarianism as privation 

Total articles: 135 Neutral

OVSE PRIV EXTR MALN BURD HYPO UNEX SERI Other Total Other HEAL Other Total

The Daily Telegraph 2 2 4 1 1 1 2 1 15 2 2 3

The Sunday Telegraph 2 1 1 1 5 2 1 1

The Guardian 3 2 1 1 1 1 9 1 1 1

The Observer 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 2 9 1 1

The Independent 2 1 1 3 2 1 2 12

The Independent on Sunday

The Times 1 3 1 4 2 1 12 1

The Sunday Times 3 1 1 1 1 7 1

The Financial Times 1

i 1 3 1 5 1 1

Total broadsheets 11 11 8 4 13 8 5 5 7 3 4 8

The Daily Mail 1 3 2 6 1 1 1

The Mail on Sunday 1 1 1 3 1 1 1

The Daily Express 2 1 1 3 1 1 9 2 2

The Sunday Express 1 1 1 3

The Sun 3 1 1 4 1 2 1 1 14 6 6

The Daily Mirror 2 2 2 1 1 8 3 1 4

The Sunday Mirror

Daily Star 1 1 1 3 2

Daily Star on Sunday

The People

Total tabloids 7 5 8 11 2 3 4 3 4 13 1 14

Total 18 16 16 15 15 11 9 8 11 104 10 16 5 23

Negative Positive
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· Characterising vegetarians as extremist or fanatical 

· Characterising vegetarians as malnourished 

· Characterising vegetarians as a burden 

· Characterising vegetarians as hypocritical 

· Characterising vegetarians as boring and unexciting 

· Characterising vegetarians as self-righteous 

 

Apart from the discourses listed above, several rarer discourses were seen, such as the categorisation of 

vegetarians as hippies, feminine, flatulent and generally different and unlikeable. These discourses were, 

however, repeated so infrequently that they could not be labelled dominant and were thus excluded from 

the analysis. The one positive dominant discourse identified describes vegetarianism as having certain 

health benefits. Besides the one dominant positive discourse, a couple of very minor additional positive 

discourses were seen as well, as were a number of very infrequent neutral discourses. In keeping with its 

research question, however, this thesis will focus on the dominant discourses only. 
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Dominant discourses on vegetarians and vegetarianism 

 

Below, textual analysis is undertaken to determine how the identified discourses are realised linguistically. 

Each discourse is discussed in turn, and similarities and differences between articles containing the same 

discourse are highlighted. As will be seen, each discourse contains a number of shared assumptions about 

vegetarians and vegetarianism, the effects of which will be discussed.  

As all analysed articles were written in 2011, citations will include the date an article was written rather 

than the year as well as the name of the paper in which it was published. 

 

Characterising vegetarians as a burden 

 

This discourse constructs vegetarians as being a burden to others. It does so in multiple ways, but tends to 

take one of two forms overall. Vegetarians are either grouped with or made equal to �picky eaters�, or it is 

implied that vegetarians are demanding, irritating, difficult to cook for and expect their hosts to go to extra 

lengths to accommodate for their dietary habits. The latter form of this discourse is often tied to dinner 

parties or other situations where meals are cooked for a person by someone else. 

The �burden� discourse was found in 15 articles in total. 13 of these were broadsheet articles, namely four 

articles from The Times and one from The Sunday Times, three articles from The Independent and three 

from i, as well as one article from both The Daily Telegraph and The Sunday Telegraph. Only two were 

tabloid articles, both from the Daily Mail. 

7 of the 14 articles thought to contain the �burden� discourse construct vegetarians as demanding and 

requiring extra effort of others. All seven articles thus present the idea of having a vegetarian dinner guest 

as being a burden on the host. This variation of the �burden� discourse tends to operate mostly implicitly 

and is seen largely in the choices of words used in the articles. 

Several of the seven articles indicate some sort of problem relating to vegetarians as early as the headline, 

most obviously so �To be or not to be: Dealing with vegetarian dinner guests� (Rowland Smith, 20 March, 

The Sunday Times). The phrasal verb �deal with� normally means to take some form of action to solve a 

problem, and in this case, the problem to be solved is vegetarian dinner guests. The article goes on to 

discuss how one best caters to both vegetarians and omnivores at a dinner party. This sentiment could 
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have been expressed more neutrally without indicating vegetarian dinner guests as a problem to be dealt 

with, e.g. �Cooking for vegetarian dinner guests�.  

Throughout the article, having vegetarian dinner guests is described as causing the author to be �divided�, 

have his �hands tied� and have a �limit imposed� on his culinary repertoire. The sentence �I want to make 

something delicious, but don�t want my hands tied� (Rowland Smith, 20 March, The Sunday Times, p. 1) is 

interesting. The coordinating conjunction but is usually used to link two contrasting clauses, but under 

further scrutiny, this does not seem to be the case with this sentence. The technical meaning of the 

sentence is that cooking something delicious would cause the author�s hands to be tied, as in �I want to eat 

this slice of cake but I don�t want to gain weight�, and thus that his desire to not have his hands tied would 

stop him from making something delicious. However, wanting to cook something delicious and not wanting 

one�s hands tied are not contrasting ideas, i.e. not wanting one�s hands tied does not prevent cooking 

something delicious. As it is not stated explicitly, the effect of this is that the real reason the author cannot 

cook something delicious, and the real cause of his hands being tied, must be inferred from the context of 

the article. As the vegetarian dinner guests have been established as a problem as early as the headline, the 

natural conclusion becomes that the vegetarian dinner guests prevent the author from cooking something 

delicious and cause his hands to be tied. The author himself is described as a �keen cook�, making clear that 

his problems in cooking this particular dinner does not reflect his abilities in a kitchen, rather they are 

caused by the presence of vegetarians. The solution the author comes up with is described as �more work�, 

establishing again the presence of vegetarians as a burden on the cook.  

The headline �So here it is, veggie Christmas� (Turnbull, 1 December, The Times) expresses animosity 

towards vegetarians in a much more implicit way. It references the song �Merry Christmas Everybody� by 

Slade, the chorus of which famously goes �so here it is, merry Christmas�, but replaces the word �merry� with 

�veggie�. In effect, the addition of �veggie� has taken the �merry� out of Christmas. This stance is continued 

throughout the article and is echoed in the sub-heading, �His daughter is now a vegetarian, so is there any 

choice but nut roast, asks Tony Turnbull.� This subheading implies that his daughter�s vegetarianism robs 

the father of his �choice� and gives the impression that the daughter�s vegetarianism impedes some of the 

joy related to Christmas. In addition, we are told that the author�s confidence �evaporated� and that he had 

to �seek help�, exaggerating the extent of the problem. As with most meals, traditional British Christmas 

dinners contain several elements that would have been suitable for the author�s vegetarian daughter, and 

with very few replacements, the family could have had a traditional Christmas dinner. Instead, however, 

the author changes the entire Christmas menu, replacing all meals, even those, like Christmas pudding, that 

can easily be made vegetarian with dishes that do not resemble traditional Christmas dishes at all. This is, 
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of course, the author�s personal choice, but it is not necessary as the article might suggest, and the 

daughter�s vegetarianism would not have needed to be a burden on the author or the rest of the family. It 

does, however, support the implication of the headline and sub-heading, namely that the daughter�s 

vegetarianism impeded the joy of Christmas, by standing in the way of the traditional Christmas meal. 

�I have no beef with veggies� (Miller, 5 May, The Times) and �No bones about it, I�m just not a vegetarian� 

(Gordon, 8 January, The Daily Telegraph) are similar in that both authors make a point of stating as early as 

the headline that they personally do not have a problem with vegetarians, both using the personal pronoun 

�I� to make clear that they are making a personal statement. �To have beef� is a modern idiomatic 

expression which means �to have a problem�, and similarly, �making no bones about something� is an old 

idiomatic phrase meaning �to have no objection to something�. The interesting thing about these two 

headlines is that although they both claim that the authors personally have no problems with vegetarians, 

the very need to preface the articles with such disclaimers indicate that there is indeed a problem to be 

had. According to Van Dijk (2000, p. 50), these disclaimers are very typical in any type of prejudiced 

discourse. This particular form of disclaimer is known as apparent negation and takes the form �I have 

nothing against X, but�. The disclaimers deny any adverse feelings towards vegetarians, yet the articles that 

follow contain several negative discourses about vegetarians. Miller (5 May, The Times), for instance, 

describes cooking for both carnists and vegetarians as a �laborious task� and exaggerates the extent of the 

supposed problem by stating that his friend�s mother was required to cook separate meals for the entire 

family. Regardless of the ratio of carnists to vegetarians in the family, the mother would, of course, only 

have to cook two meals to accommodate to all members of the family, and not a meal per family member, 

as implied.  

According to Van Dijk, these disclaimers serve as a form of positive self-representation and allow the 

authors to express negative attitudes towards vegetarians while remaining �the good guys� in the eyes of 

the reader. Similar structures are seen elsewhere in these articles, i.e. �It�s not that I think they�re pansies� 

(Gordon, 8 January, The Daily Telegraph, p. 1), �Some of my best friends are vegetarians� (Gordon, 8 

January, The Daily Telegraph, p. 1) and �I was a vegetarian for a few years in my twenties� (Rowland Smith, 

20 March, p- 1). Seen here is another example of apparent negation as well as two examples of apparent 

empathy (Van Dijk T. , 2000, p. 50), serving as face saving strategies, as they ensure the readers will not 

consider the authors prejudiced. Furthermore, both headlines use idiomatic expressions which contain 

words related to meat, namely �beef� and �bones�. This provides an element of humour, giving the articles a 

light hearted feel, which also serves to prevent any accusations of prejudice. Should any readers take 
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offense in the articles� construction of vegetarians, the authors would be able to claim that they were 

joking. 

As well as describing the act of cooking a vegetarian meal as a burden on the cook, vegetarians are often 

described as demanding, and as though they expect vegetarian alternatives to be provided for them. This 

comes across in �I have no beef with veggies� (Miller, 5 May, The Times), when the author comments of his 

own inability to �force� his mother to cook vegetarian food for him, implying that that is what vegetarians 

normally do � force others, in this case their mothers, to cook special food for them. In �No bones about it, 

I�m just not a vegetarian� (Gordon, 8 January, The Daily Telegraph), the author�s vegetarian friend Kate is 

quoted as saying �don�t you know how to make something as simple as a nut roast?� (p. 1), and in �A-Z of PC� 

(Delingpole, 15 May, The Sunday Telegraph), vegetarianism is described as one of several �very irritating 

food fads, which dinner guests will insist on imposing on you (...), making your catering arrangements 

unnecessarily difficult� (p. 3). These descriptions of vegetarians as demanding vary in their degrees of 

hostility towards vegetarians, but the assumptions about vegetarians remain the same throughout.  

The headline �The perfect dinner part gift? How about a nice Ginster�s pasty� (Connell, 14 July, Daily Mail) 

combined with its subheading �As Gwynneth Paltrow launches and etiquette guide, a wickedly subversive 

response� draws on the reader�s pre-existing knowledge of Gwyneth Paltrow and Ginsters pasties to allude 

to a certain annoyance with or hostility towards vegetarianism. American actress Gwyneth Paltrow is well-

known throughout the UK and is a popular subject for British media. A quick search on Factiva for the 

keywords Gwyneth Paltrow shows that her name was mentioned in over 2000 articles during the year 2011 

in the newspapers used for this analysis. Almost as frequent as mentions of Paltrow are mentions of her 

dietary habits, and she is often said to be vegetarian or vegan or following a macrobiotic diet. Exactly which 

diet Paltrow subscribes to is irrelevant to this analysis. What we can safely say is that most of the Daily 

Mail�s readers would be familiar with Gwyneth Paltrow and would connect her with vegetarianism. 

Therefore, the suggestion that a Ginsters pasty, a product most would associate with meat, is the perfect 

dinner party gift, in an article which proclaims to be a wickedly subversive response to Paltrow�s etiquette 

guide, seems an implicitly hostile attack on Paltrow and in effect on vegetarians. The hostility towards 

vegetarians is continued throughout the article. 

�The perfect dinner party gift? How about a nice Ginsters pasty� (Connell, 14 July, Daily Mail) and �A-Z of PC� 

(Delingpole, 15 May, The Sunday Telegraph) are both explicitly scornful and hostile in their tone. As 

discussed above, Delingpole describes vegetarianism as one of many �very irritating food fads, which dinner 

guests will insist on imposing on you� (p. 3). With the phrase �insist on imposing�, the vegetarian is made out 

to be deliberately annoying, and the use of the modal verb �will� suggests that this is inevitable, as opposed 
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the alternative �might insist on imposing on you�. Connell uses the �burden� discourse most explicitly by 

saying �let�s face it, if you�re a vegetarian or a vegan, you�re a pain in the neck and lucky to be invited 

anywhere� (p. 1). Both of the above quotes imply that vegetarians are or ought to be unwanted at dinner 

parties. Furthermore, both articles suggest ways to take revenge on the burdensome vegetarian: �Say: Sure, 

I can do vegetarian. You can have the potatoes and cabbage I�m serving with my delicious lamb casserole� 

(Delingpole, 15 May, The Sunday Telegraph, p. 3) and �If you know in advance that your guests don�t eat 

meat, just serve everyone spaghetti Bolognese and tell the vegetarians theirs was made with vegetarian 

mince. They�re always bleating on about how you can�t tell the difference � here�s a chance to prove that 

theory.� (Connell, 14 July, Daily Mail, p. 1). Suggesting ways to get revenge on vegetarians implies a level of 

deliberateness on the part of the vegetarian, as you would not generally seek to punish people for matters 

that cannot be helped. 

In �Veggie might� (Hix, 21 May), which was published in both The Independent and i, the demanding nature 

of the vegetarian is constructed more implicitly. The author speaks of �that unexpected vegetarian dinner-

party guests� (p. 1) and goes on to state: 

 

If you entertain regularly at home you must be familiar with the scenario when you find out at 

the last minute that one of your guests is a vegetarian and you need to rustle up something 

suitable in a hurry. (Hix, 21 May, The Independent, p. 1) 

 

With this, the author presupposes both the existence of unexpected vegetarian dinner guests and the 

frequency of their unexpected visits, constructing vegetarians as somewhat of an inconvenience. Their 

visits leave the host with the inconvenient job of �having to� rustle up something in a hurry. The modal verb 

�have to� indicates necessity and obligation, indicating that a host would cook something suitable for their 

vegetarian guests out of obligation rather than a desire to do so. The implied obligation constructs the 

vegetarian as expecting to have something suitable cooked for them, even at very short notice. 

Similarly to �To be or not to be; Dealing with vegetarian dinner guests� (Rowland Smith, 20 March, The 

Sunday Times) and �So here it is, veggie Christmas� (Turnbull, 1 December, The Times), �Veggie might� reads 

as an offering of helpful advice to meat-eaters on how to cater to the mysterious vegetarians.  While 

wanting to assist people in catering to vegetarians is a sympathetic gesture, it reinforces the �otherness� of 
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the vegetarian, constructing vegetarians as something different from �us�, and thus perpetuates an us/them 

mentality (Cole & Morgan, 2011, p. 148). 

In the remaining seven articles thought to contain the �burden� discourse, vegetarians are compared to or 

made equal to picky eaters. The term �picky eater� has strong negative connotations and is associated with 

being difficult or annoying about food. As opposed to the articles discussed above, neither of these articles 

are actually concerned with vegetarianism, rather they mention vegetarianism briefly to make a point. 

�Now it�s higher, faster, stronger... fatter!� (Kelly, 23 July, Daily Mail) is an article by sports columnist Des 

Kelly. It concerns the opening of the world�s largest McDonald�s restaurant at the London 2012 Olympics 

and discusses the apparent discrepancy between unhealthy fast food and one of the world�s largest 

sporting events. Halfway into the article, the author comments �this is not about food snobbery, either. I am 

not a vegetarian, a food nazi or a �fussy eater� (a euphemism for �brat�) I eat anything and have a healthy 

appetite� (p. 2). The implications of this statement are many. Firstly, vegetarians are explicitly juxtaposed 

with �food nazis� and �fussy eaters� � both terms which indicate an element of difficulty when it comes to 

food. The addition �I eat anything and have a healthy appetite� effectively excludes those same traits from 

vegetarians � vegetarians obviously do not eat anything and are here implied to not have healthy appetites. 

Lastly, it suggests that a vegetarian�s opinion on the matter discussed should be seen as less valid. To add 

validity to his own opinion, the author makes clear that he is not a vegetarian, implying that this makes his 

opinion more valid.  

In �We gays have arrived. So no need to ask us again� (Parris, 30 june, The Times) columnist Matthew Parris 

speaks of a reception held at Downing Street for gays and lesbians. He comments on the lack of logic in 

grouping the two together, stating that it is �a bit like giving a party for vegetarians and people who only eat 

meat, because they�re both picky eaters, so must have a lot in common� (p. 2). While the author agrees that 

a comparison between vegetarians and people who only eat meat would be invalid, he does describe them 

both as picky eaters - a categorisation which seems almost as misplaced.  Needles to say, a person who only 

eats meats could reasonably be considered a picky eater, as such a person would exclude all food groups 

but one. Vegetarians, on the other hand, exclude only one out of all the food groups, leaving plenty of 

room for variety in a diet. 

The five remaining articles containing the �burden� discourse are all news reports on the same topic. �Lib 

Dems win fight for £1bn to tackle youth unemployment� (Watson and Asthana, 25 November, The Times), 

�Osborne is backing away from Plan A� (Richards, 25 November, i), �He�ll deny it, but Osborne is backing 

away from plan A� (Richards, 25 November, The Independent), �How a wealth tax would pay dividends for 
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Nick Clegg� (Grice, 24 December, The Independent) and �It isn�t just Nick Clegg who cannot afford to be 

complacent� (Grice, 24 December, i), all report on the success of the Liberal Democrats in persuading the 

Conservatives to subsidise wages, quoting one Liberal Democrat who described the process as being �a bit 

like getting a vegetarian to eat kebabs�. The comparison made is illogical. While it was necessary for the 

Liberal Democrats to persuade the Conservatives on this matter, it is never necessary for anyone to 

convince a vegetarian to eat kebab. The effect of the comparison becomes a portrayal of vegetarians as 

being a bit stubborn, a bit annoying and unwilling to do that which is asked of them. While the speaker in 

these cases is not the authors of the articles but the Liberal Democrat quoted, neither of the authors 

question the validity of the comparison but accepts it and thus enable the reproduction of the �burden� 

discourse. 

To summarise, the �burden� discourse describes vegetarianism discursively as having negative 

consequences for others, rather than the vegetarian him- or herself. They are constructed as being either 

just difficult in general, picky eaters, hard to cook for or as making unreasonable demands of their hosts, 

and as such present as presenting a burden to those around them. The overall effect of this discourse is 

that it discourages vegetarianism, as few would want to be considered difficult or annoying. 

 

 

Characterising vegetarianism as extremism 

 

This discourse constructs vegetarians as being extremist or fanatical, often implying hostility or aggression 

on their part. It is often seen in the use of adjectives such as �militant� or in word choices describing 

vegetarianism as comparable to religion or cultism. Its occurrences are divided equally between broadsheet 

and tabloid sources, appearing four times in The Daily Telegraph, once in The Times, once in The Sunday 

Times, once in The Independent and once in the Observer, as well as twice in The Daily Mirror, once in The 

Daily Mail, once in The Mail on Sunday, once in the Daily Star, once in The Daily Express, once in The 

Sunday Express and once in The Sun. 

Throughout the 16 articles containing the �extremism� discourse, the word vegetarian in used in connection 

with an adjective nine times, namely �mad vegetarian� three times, �teetotal vegetarian� three times, 

�militant vegetarian� twice and �crackpot vegetarian� once. 
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The three instances of the noun phrase �mad vegetarian� and the one instance of the noun phrase �crackpot 

vegetarian� are found in articles reporting on a series of attacks on butcher�s shops near Bristol, namely 

�The veggie vigilante� (The Daily Mirror, 10 November), �Mad vegetarian� blamed for attacks on butcher�s 

shops� (Wardrop, 10 November, The Daily Telegraph), �Quorn to be wild� (The Sun, 10 November) and �Cops� 

steak out� (Daily Star, 10 November). Two of these headlines explicitly label the attacker a vegetarian, while 

�Quorn to be wild� alludes to it through its reference to the popular brand of vegetarian meat substitutes, 

Quorn. In the body of the articles, the attacker is referred to as a �mad vegetarian� twice, a �veggie-lante� 

and a �crackpot vegetarian�. The continued referring to the attacker as a vegetarian is seen in spite of the 

fact that when the articles were written, the police lacked both a suspect and a motif and were even unable 

to confirm the attacks as linked. The problematic nature of labelling the attacker a vegetarian simply 

because the attacks were carried out on butchers� shops becomes apparent if we assume, for example, that 

four separate newspapers referred to an unknown criminal after attacks on a number of churches as a 

�crackpot Muslim�. Due to the high level of opposition against and attention paid to racism in society, 

finding such an assumption in four newspapers seems almost unimaginable. The fact that four papers made 

such unwarranted accusations without a shred of evidence is testament to the widespread acceptance of 

prejudiced discourse on vegetarianism. Furthermore, even if the attacker had been proven to be 

vegetarian, it is not his vegetarianism that makes him vandalise butcher�s shops, but rather a criminal 

nature or disregard for other people�s property. His being �mad� or a �crackpot� is not caused by his 

vegetarianism or vice versa. The implication that this is the case is problematic in that it unwarrantedly ties 

vegetarianism to the extreme act of vandalism, thus reproducing the extremism discourse.  

The two mentions of �militant vegetarians� are found in �Healthy food advice from Pizza Hut? I think I�ll stick 

to spaghetti on toast� (Moore, 24 July, The Mail on Sunday) and The Times� obituary on journalist Tom 

Hibbert (10 September). The adjective �militant� usually refers to a person with a combative character and 

implies a certain amount of aggression, often in service of a cause. In these two articles, they are used to 

describe the author�s young daughter and singer Morrissey, respectively, indicative of the wide spectrum of 

people it is often used to describe. The noun phrase �teetotal vegetarian� is found three times, in �Purple 

reigns at Malahide� (De Burca, 28 July, The Daily Mirror), �Bee Gee Robin Gibb rushed to hospital� (Roche, 14 

October, The Daily Express) and in an editorial in The Sunday Express (Townsend, 18 September, The 

Sunday Express). While �militant� implies a more aggressive form of extremism, with strong connotations to 

war and conflict, teetotal simply refers to an extreme form of abstinence. While it is, of course, entirely 

possible for a person to be both a vegetarian and teetotal, as is the case with pop star Prince, with whom 

�Purple reigns at Malahide� is concerned, the repeated juxtaposition of the words �teetotal� and �vegetarian� 

give the impression of a natural connection between the two and thus serves to continue the 
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characterisation of vegetarianism as extremism. In The Sunday Express� editorial by editor Martin Towsend, 

the extremism of the teetotal vegetarian is established when the author highlights the importance of 

safeguarding one�s Christmas Eve, saying �no rash acceptances of invitations to friends you haven�t seen all 

year and who may have turned into serial killers or, worse, become teetotal vegetarians, since you last saw 

them� (p. 2), suggestion that spending Christmas Eve with teetotal vegetarians is worse than spending it 

with serial killers. 

The repeated juxtaposition of the word �vegetarian� with quasi-synonymous adjectives implying extremism 

and fanaticism is an example of over-lexicalisation, which is a discursive strategy of encoding ideology in 

news discourse (Teo, 2000, p. 20). According to Fowler et al. it is characteristic that powerless groups are 

over-lexicalised (as cited in Teo, 2000, p. 20), as they do not often have the access to dominant discourses 

needed to construct an identity for themselves, leaving them powerless against the dominant group�s 

construction of them (Teo, 2000, p. 23). 

In �Time to act over Aintree agenda� (Brooks, 18 April, The Daily Telegraph) vegetarianism is juxtaposed 

with other cultural phenomena that are considered extreme, namely socks made from bamboo, hemp 

wallets, vegan shoes and the renunciation of animals as pets. These are listed as the preferences of animal 

rights campaigners Animal Aid, who are described in the preceding paragraph as extremist. 

A number of the remaining articles describe vegetarianism as being comparable to religion. This is done 

often through lexicalisation, i.e. choosing words that serve to construct vegetarians as extremist over 

alternative wordings [emphasis added]: 

 

�A romantic weekend in November of that year followed, and within 12 months Nancy had 

converted to vegetarianism for him (...)� (Boshoff, 9 May, Daily Mail, p. 3). 

�On the self-flagellation of vegetarianism, she says �I just really, really love animals. (Collins, 2 

January, The Observer,p. 2). 

�Waking up a herbivore is, for me, a bit like Amy Winehouse swaggering down to Finsbury Park 

mosque and converting to Islam� (Gordon, 8 January, The Daily Telegraph, p. 1). 

 

The acts of conversion and self-flagellation both have strong connotations to religion and are used here in 

relation to vegetarianism. Furthermore, self-flagellation implies pain and self-harm for a cause, indicating 
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that vegetarianism is a form of self-inflicted punishment. Similarly, in �Veggies showing their softer side� 

(Prince, 12 November, The Daily Telegraph), vegetarians as a group are described as �the vegetarian cult�. 

The word cult has strong associations with extremism and brainwashing and implies here both that 

vegetarianism is something very extreme as well as less of a free choice and more of a dogma forced upon 

the individual.  

Prince contrasts the �old, extremist �meat is murder� vegetarians�, with the �new, soft, meat-free-Monday 

vegetarians� (p. 1). This serves towards reproducing another common version of the extremism discourse, 

which paints vegetarianism for animal welfare reasons as extreme, but a reduction of one�s meat intake for 

health or environmental reasons as commendable. This notion is repeated when Prince states �but MFM
3
, I 

find to my surprise, makes me a McCartney kind of vegetarian, because I wholeheartedly agree with its 

ethos � that the world should cut, not cut out, meat consumption.� (Prince, 12 November, The Daily 

Telegraph, p. 1). The same sentiment is expressed in �The new taste of California� (Hemming, 23 October, 

The Sunday Times): �The waiters wore T-shirts saying �practice humanity towards others�, but I forgave 

them after the padron peppers soused with lime, salted Heirloom tomatoes and spiced almonds that 

reminded me of beef Monster Munch� (p. 1). This quote shows that Hemming�s problem lies not with 

vegetarian food, but with the idea of vegetarianism for the sake of animal welfare.  

Interestingly, as previously mentioned, the largest part of the articles containing positive discourses on 

vegetarianism found in this study were ones that emphasise the health benefits of vegetarianism or 

lowering one�s meat consumption.  While foregoing meat for health and environmental reasons leave some 

room for eating meat on occasion, the belief that raising and killing animals for food is wrong means eating 

meat is never an option. As such, vegetarianism for animal welfare reasons is the only real threat to the 

dominant carnist ideology.  

In �A vision in terracotta and cypress trees� (Viner, 20 May, The Independent), we see yet another example 

of lexicalization connecting vegetarianism to extremism and religion, and more specifically 

fundamentalism: �One of our party, however, was a vegetarian. And not one of those wishy-washy 

vegetarians who eats salmon and scoffs a sausage sandwich every so often, but a full-on fundamentalist.� 

(p. 1). This quote presents an interesting distinction. It describes people who eat some meat and thus could 

be described as being flexible about their vegetarianism as wishy-washy, and those who do not as 

fundamentalists. This leaves vegetarians in place where they cannot win; as their only two options are to 

eat some meat or not, they will either be categorised as wishy-washy or fundamentalist. This idea of a 

                                                           
3
 Meat-free Monday 
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wishy-washy vegetarian who eats meat on occasion is strongly connected to the next derogatory discourse, 

that of the hypocritical vegetarian. 

To summarise, the �extremism� discourse ties vegetarianism to extreme or fanatical behaviour, through the 

repeated juxtaposition of the term with words that imply these features, or by comparing vegetarianism 

with religion and cultism. It serves to invalidate the opinions of vegetarians by constructing them as 

extreme rather than logical.  

 

Characterising vegetarians as hypocritical 

 

This discourse constructs vegetarians as being hypocritical or weak of mind, i.e. lacking will power. It 

suggests that vegetarians are not usually as committed as the word vegetarian would suggest. It tends to 

take one of two forms overall. It either describes vegetarians as being hypocritical for using other animal 

products, or indeed any other product which can be seen as unethical, or it suggests that vegetarians are 

mostly unable to resist eating meat every once in a while. Related to the latter variation of the �hypocrite� 

discourse is the characterization as vegetarianism as a fad or a phase, i.e. something that is bound to be 

temporary (Cole, 2011, p. 143). 

 

The �hypocrisy� discourse was found in 11 articles in total. Eight of these were broadsheet articles, namely 

two in The Independent, two in The Times, one in The Guardian, one in The Observer, one in The Daily 

Telegraph and one in The Sunday Telegraph, and the remaining three were tabloid articles, with one in The 

Sun, Daily Star and The Mail on Sunday, respectively. 

 

As mentioned above, �A vision in terracotta and cypress trees� (Viner, 20 May, The Independent) combines 

two derogatory discourses on vegetarianism and constructs vegetarians as being either extremist or 

hypocritical by default. Per definition, people who eat salmon and sausage sandwiches are not vegetarians, 

whether they claim to be or not, but this article still describes them as such, just a particularly wishy-washy 

type of vegetarian. These �vegetarians� are described with a tone of disgust. Viner uses the adjective �wishy-

washy�, implying lack of will power and weakness. Furthermore, they are not only said to �eat� sausage 

sandwiches, but to �scoff� them, a verb that can be defined as eating greedily and quickly, all painting a 

picture of a hypocritical vegetarian who is unable to resist sausage sandwiches. Viner constructs a fallacious 

distinction between the weak and the extreme vegetarian, when in fact there are only vegetarians and non-
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vegetarians. Eating very little meat does not make a vegetarian, yet the distinction serves to taint 

vegetarianism by association to hypocrisy.  

In �Veggie might� (Hix, 21 May, The Independent), it is stated that �many people who claim to be vegetarian 

actually eat fish (they are pescatorians, in other words), and some of them eat chicken� (p. 1). The 

�hypocrisy� discourse is evident in the use of the word �claim�. Technically, all the clause says is that many 

people claim to be vegetarian, when in fact, they are not. However, preceded by the clause �first of all, you 

need to figure out exactly what type of vegetarian they are� (p. 1), the article makes clear that it does 

consider all these groups to be vegetarians, only vegetarians who eat meat. It contradicts itself with these 

two parts to the sentence, as on one hand it groups both people who eat no meat and people who eat fish 

and chickens as vegetarians, and on the other hand it says that many people who �claim� to be vegetarian 

eat fish and chicken, thus questioning their being vegetarian at all. This way it connects vegetarians with 

the act of saying one thing but doing another, implying indecisiveness and hypocrisy. 

 

Although the idea of a vegetarian who eats meat is an oxymoron in itself, it is repeated throughout the 

articles containing the �hypocrisy� discourse. Leve (16 October, The Observer) attempts to place all 

vegetarians into a number of categories, one of which she labels the ambivalent vegetarian:  

 

Having been vegetarian for so long, the ambivalent veggie worries they won�t be able to digest 

meat anymore and the fear of getting sick trumps everything. And also, they�ve lost the craving 

for meat which makes it easy. And also, they eat fish. (p. 1). 

 

Miller (5 May, The Times) takes a similar stance: �Your typical veggie shows admirable decisiveness: he 

won�t eat anything that has a face. Yes, he will eat fish. Or no he won�t.� (p. 1).  

 

Closely related to the idea of the vegetarian who eats meat is the idea of the vegetarian who will inevitably 

eat meat again. The relation of vegetarianism to faddism was seen in several of the articles under analysis, 

e.g. in �A-Z of PC� (Delingpole, 15 May, The Sunday Telegraph), where we have seen vegetarianism 

described as a food fad. Vegetarianism is often referred to as a phase or a stage, usually connected to 

childhood or adolescence, or as something fashionable, which is notoriously temporary: 

 

�My youngest is in her meat is murder stage.� (Moore, 2011, p. 1). 
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�After all, vegetarianism is now fashionable among music and film stars � Think of Prius-driving 

vegan Alec Baldwin, or actress and Goop lifestyle guru Gwyneth Paltrow.� (Bartley, 2011, p. 1). 

 

�I once tried to be a vegetarian. I was 14 at the time. My friend Richard Davenport had an older 

sister who decided that �meat was murder� and, during a particularly grave discussion one 

lunch hour, he and I decided we should follow suit.� (Miller, 2011, p. 1). 

 

Constructing vegetarianism as a phase or as something only few stick with serves to present it as lacking 

any real significance (Willetts, 1997, p. 120). When confronted with another person�s vegetarianism, this 

discourse allows carnists to assume that it is bound to be temporary and unlikely to last in the long run.  

 

Another variation of the �hypocrisy� discourse is the implication that it is hypocritical for vegetarians to use 

any other animal product, when they refuse to eat meat (Joy, 2010, p. 108). We tend to see vegetarians as 

having a harmonious and biocentric attitude towards nature and animals (Willetts, 1997, p. 114), and with 

this view comes an expectation that vegetarians should live and act according to a high degree of morality. 

This expectation was seen clearly in a number of the articles under analysis. 

 

On 29 November 2011, both The Sun (Hay, 29 November) and The Daily Star (Hall, 29 November) brought 

the story of a young vegetarian girl, whose life was saved with the use of a heart valve from a pig. The 

subject matter in itself is without doubt worthy of a mention, as an example of how far modern medicine 

has come. Yet the fact that the girl is a vegetarian and thus would not have eaten the same pig whose heart 

valve she was happy to accept is presented as being somehow comical, shocking, or questionable.  

 

The young girl�s choice to accept the operation is described as a �dilemma� (Hay, 29 November), implying 

that it should be more difficult for her than for anyone else to accept a heart valve from a pig. The 

difference between eating a pig and having the operation should, however, be obvious to most. The first 

serves only to satisfy her taste buds, the second to save her life. The presupposed discrepancy between the 

young girl�s choice to be a vegetarian and her choice to allow her life to be saved using a pig�s heart valve is 

implied as early as the headline in both articles: �Pig�s heart OP saved my bacon� (Hay, 29 November, The 

Sun) and �A pig�s heart saves veggie girls bacon� (Hall, 29 November, Daily Star). The supposed humour of 

the situation is emphasized with plays on words like �oink-credible� and �I�m feeling swine�.  
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In �Veggies showing their softer side� (Prince, 12 November, The Daily Telegraph), the McCartney�s are 

praised for suggesting people eat a weekly vegetarian meal rather than urging people to adopt a fully 

vegetarian lifestyle. However, Prince points to the supposed contradiction between the McCartney�s 

vegetarianism and the use of eggs and dairy in their cookery book: 

 

It�s a commendable line of negotiation, based on good science. The book has its contradictions, 

however. There is lots of cheese in the recipes, begging the question, where does the author 

think milk comes from? Dairy herds also let of plenty off methane, which leads to greenhouse 

gas emissions. Their lives are longer than a beef steer, true, but often not comfortable. Dairy 

cows, also, inconveniently for the compassion argument, give birth to �bobby� calves that 

cannot produce milk and must be meat (veal) � if not deemed useless and slaughtered a few 

days after birth. (Prince,12 November, The Daily Telegraph, p. 1). 

 

Prince lists both animal welfare and environmental reasons for why the use of eggs and dairy is 

problematic, however, the conclusion she arrives at is not that we should lower or cut consumption of 

these product, but rather an implied accusation of hypocrisy in the McCartneys, for consuming eggs and 

dairy while being vegetarians. The implication of a discrepancy between the McCartneys� use of eggs and 

dairy and their vegetarianism is reinforced by the sentence �But never mind, the McCartney�s efforts to 

meet the meat-eaters half way is a real milestone� (p. 1). The phrase �but never mind� suggests that there is 

indeed a problem, but that Prince is willing to let the McCartneys �get away with it�. What�s interesting then 

is that Prince�s problem does not lie with the consumption of eggs and dairy, but rather with vegetarians 

consuming eggs and dairy, indicative of the way we tend to set the moral bar higher for vegetarians than 

for carnists. 

 

�A vegan strip club that treats women like animals� (Bindel, 28 September, The Guardian) opens with a 

rhetorical question, which presupposes a discrepancy between caring about animals and �treating women 

like one�, evident in the use of the conjunction �but�: �Are you a man who cares about animals but thinks it�s 

ok to treat women like one?� There is much to be said about the concept of �treating women like animals�. 

In reality, it says very little about how women in strip clubs are treated and more about the way we view 

animals, and in some cases, women. One might ask if by �treating women like animals�, Bindel means to 

suggest that the strip club in Oregon makes women live in stables, eat food from a bowl on the floor, or kills 

them for food? Or if she means to say that it�s common to make animals dance naked to pleasure an 
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audience? What is really the case is that both women and animals are often treated as commodities and 

have both been victims of oppression and abuse at the hand of the dominant group.  

 

Caring about animals is not exclusive to vegetarians and vegans, and plenty of carnists would categorize 

themselves as someone who cares about animals. The article�s introductory question would thus be as 

relevant to ask men leaving any strip club as men leaving the vegan strip club, yet the contrasting of a meat 

free diet and the commercialized use of women�s bodies is continued throughout the article and held up 

against the supposed normalcy or treating woman like animals while eating them: �Treating women like 

meat and eating it often go together, for example at Hooters�.�(p. 1). Again we are seeing the bar by which 

we measure good moral conduct set higher for vegetarians than for non-vegetarians. 

 

The imposition of higher moral standards on vegetarians than on the population at large permits people to 

judge vegetarians as hypocritical for actions that would otherwise have been considered normal. This leads 

back to the idea of vegetarianism as an expression of a deeper set of beliefs, but it is problematic because it 

invalidates the notion that some effort is better than no effort. Vegetarians have chosen to take one step 

against a practice which they consider incongruent with their own beliefs, yet they have not collectively 

promised not to be litterers or womanisers.  

 

In sum, the �hypocrisy� discourse constructs vegetarians as hypocritical, either through implying that they 

probably do or will eat meat again, or by pointing out acts that are considered incongruent with the 

assumed high moral standards of vegetarians. Combined, the three variants of the hypocrisy discourse 

serve to discredit vegetarians, by constructing them as being �not as good� as they are believed to have 

promised to be or indeed as they �think they are�. The idea that vegetarians think they are better than 

others will be discussed in the analysis of the next identified discourse, namely that of the self-righteous 

vegetarian.   

 

 

Characterising vegetarians as self-righteous 

 

This discourse constructs vegetarians as self-righteous, holier-than-thou and judgemental. It does so mainly 

through lexicalisation and usually operates explicitly, i.e. the self-righteousness of vegetarians is not implied 

but spelled out in plain text. 
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Identified in only eight articles, this discourse is the rarest of the dominant discourse found in the corpus 

texts. It was found in five broadsheet articles, two in The Daily Telegraph, and one in The Observer, The 

Independent and i, respectively, and three tabloid articles, one in The Sun, The Mail on Sunday and The 

Daily Express, respectively.  

 

In �Veggies vying for sexy title� (The Sun, 24 August), finalist in PETA�s sexiest vegetarian contest, Agata 

Dembiecka, is named a �stunning meat-hater�. By using �meat-hater� rather than e.g. �vegetarian�, the 

author removes focus from her positive, personal choice not to eat meat to a negative hatred of meat. 

Connecting her to a concept as negative as hate and directing that hatred towards something the majority 

of the paper�s readers identify with makes her vegetarianism appear as a judgement on those readers and 

their fellow carnists rather than a personal decision. According to the theory of carnism, portraying 

vegetarians as anti-�meat eaters� is a common reaction by the dominant group against the threat to its 

power imposed by vegetarianism (Carnism Awareness and Action Network, 2012, p. 7), making carnists 

view vegetarians as being in opposition to them. 

 

In �Hold the beef� (Jarvis, 12 April, i), vegetarians are described as �the hemp wearing and the pious� (p. 1). 

When used in a religious context, the word pious usually has positive connotations. However, similarly to 

the adjective �holy�, depending on the context, pious can be used negatively to mean �sanctimonious�, 

meaning �showing false righteousness�. Describing vegetarians as pious thus constructs them as being not 

as virtuous as they �pretend to be�. 

 

With the headline �Vegetarians should not judge the meat-eaters� (Gillies, 27 December, The Daily Express) 

the self-righteousness of vegetarians is presupposed. The modal verb �should�, which can be used to 

express obligation or correctness, presupposes that vegetarians do indeed judge meat eaters; they 

shouldn�t, but they do. The author goes on to say �it never fails to amaze me how those who chose not to 

eat meat will try every underhand way to accost those of us who do enjoy meat in many of its forms� (p. 1). 

This statement is a broad generalization that constructs all vegetarians as hostile to carnists and looking to 

confront them with their eating habits. Ironically, it is followed by the words �judge not unless you wish to 

be judged�.  

 

Generalisations which assume vegetarians to be a homogeneous group are common: 
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They also exude enormous smugness, these vegetarian, animal-loving, charity-supporting 

types. (Hitchens, 16 October, The Mail on Sunday, p. 2). 

 

Nothing tells me more about a person than what they eat. The prissy narcissism of macrobiotic 

dieters, the self-righteous sentimentality of vegetarians, the steely fanaticism of the Atkins 

devotee: It is laid out on a plate for all to see. (Odone, 16 May, The Daily Telegraph, p. 2). 

 

4. The moral veggie. Frequently self-righteous because they�re vegetarian for moral reasons 

which makes them better than you. They tend to pass judgement on meat-eaters. (Leve, 16 

October, The Observer, p. 1). 

 

At Waitrose, you see a succulent shoulder of lamb. As a vegetarian, you grimace and stride off 

towards the mung beans, ablaze with righteousness. (Deacon, 26 December, The Daily 

Telegraph, p. 1). 

 

These statements give the impression that all vegetarians are the same and behave in similar ways, and 

imply that judging a person based on their vegetarianism alone is acceptable. Specifically, they claim that 

all vegetarians consider themselves better than and look down on carnists. Generalisations of this nature 

make heterogeneous groups appear less variable and less complex and perpetuate an us/them mentality, 

reinforcing the �otherness� of vegetarians (Teo, 2000, pp. 17-18). According to Teo, �categorizing someone 

into a particular social schema also tends to colour the perception of the meaning of what that person 

does.�  (2000, p. 17). This is seen, for instance, in the above paragraph from The Peter Hitchens Column 

(Hitchens, 16 October, The Mail on Sunday) where attributes which are normally perceived as 

commendable, i.e. loving animals and supporting charities, are seen as signs of �smugness� when attributed 

to a vegetarian.  

 

To summarise, the �self-righteous� discourse constructs vegetarians as feeling better than others and 

passing judgement on people who eat meat. It implies that vegetarians take joy in the ability to feel better 

than others and gives the impression that the desire to feel righteous is reason enough to become 

vegetarian. This detracts from the real reasons why people become vegetarian, which are rarely given any 

coverage. This allows the authors and their readers to brush off vegetarianism without delving deeper into 

the ethics of their own dietary habits. Furthermore, the �self-righteous� discourse perpetuates an us/them 

mentality, whereby �they�, the vegetarians, are seen as being in opposition to �us�, the carnist majority. 
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Characterising vegetarians as overly sensitive 

 

This discourse constructs vegetarians as overly sensitive animal lovers, unable to cope with the harsh 

realities of the world. It tends to take one of two forms, describing vegetarians as either squeamish and 

unable to be near or look at meat, or as excessively ruled by their emotions and thus unable to act in 

accordance with common sense.  

 

Found in 18 articles, the �overly sensitive� discourse is the most common discourse on vegetarians in the 

papers subject to this analysis. This discourse, too, was identified more often in the broadsheets, where 11 

articles contained the �overly sensitive� discourse. It was identified twice in The Daily Telegraph and twice in 

The Sunday Telegraph, three times in The Guardian, twice in The Independent, once in The Observer and 

once in The Times. In the tabloids, the �overly sensitive� discourse was identified three times in The Sun and 

twice in The Daily Mirror and The Daily Express, respectively. 

 

The construction of vegetarians as squeamish and repulsed by meat is seen in a number of TV guides and 

recommendations of things to do and see, in which it often takes the form of a cheap joke on behalf of 

vegetarians. Three TV guides promoting the TV shows �Butchered�, a documentary on London�s oldest 

butcher�s shop, �Rick Stein�s Spain�, a cooking series, and �Kill it, cut it, use it�, a documentary about the non-

food related uses of cows, all make assumptions about what vegetarians are  and are not able to watch: 

 

But they also have a liking for selling zebra, so this doc about them isn�t for the faint hearted. 

Or vegetarians. (The Sun, 18 June, p. 1). 

 

Vegetarians are going to have to look away for the majority of this series. (Stubbs, 9 July, The 

Guardian, p. 1). 

 

Macabre viewing for children, vegetarians and the faint of heart, but otherwise excellent 

television that really makes you think. (The Observer, 12 June, p. 1). 

 

In The Sun�s list of the week�s best buys, Lust List (Clifford, 15 October, The Sun), Clifford implies that 

vegetarians are unable to even read a recommendation of a meat-centric cookery book, by preceding the 

recommendation with �vegetarians look away now� (p. 1). Similarly, an article about a steak house in 

Somerset serving a 5000 calorie meat platter (Salkeld, 23 February, The Daily Mail) is preceded by the 
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warning �vegetarians should look away now� (p. 1), both implying that by virtue of not wanting to eat meat, 

vegetarians are unable to even read about it. 

 

The Guardian�s review of a Birmingham production of Sleeping Beauty (Gardner, 1 December, The 

Guardian) ends with a seemingly random mention of vegetarians: �Fun for everyone, except perhaps die-

hard vegetarians.� (p. 1). At first glance one might struggle to see any reason why vegetarians would enjoy 

the show less than others, however, throughout the review, the violent yet fictional deaths of both humans 

and animals have been mentioned, and it is presumably these deaths that are the implied reason. The 

obvious ludicrousness of this claim is a perfect example of how the �overly sensitive� discourse often serves 

to provide a cheap laugh at the expense of vegetarians. The same is seen in The Guardian�s review of 

children�s book �Everybody Jam� (Peet, 26 March, The Guardian), which concludes with the paragraph 

�Nevertheless, Everybody Jam is an engrossing, edgy, fast-paced book and an extremely promising debut. It 

also features a play fight using the balls of castrated bulls as ammo. Caveat emptor, then, if you�re 

squeamish. Or vegetarian� (p. 2), as well as The Daily Mirror�s review of the Mitsubishi Outlander (Liggett, 

14 October, The Daily Mirror), which warns �Sorry vegetarians, but a few cows were hurt in the making of 

this Outlande� (p. 2). 

 

In �Game for anything� (Gerrie, 1 September, The Independent), the game counter at Selfridge�s is 

described as �a vegetarian�s nightmare, with all the blood, feathers and fur.� (p. 2). In �Vegetarian? No, it�s 

simply meat-free� (Jamieson, 16 January, The Sunday Telegraph), it is implied that the supposed 

squeamishness of vegetarians would make it difficult for them to shop near meat products: �Worse still for 

those committed to the cause, �meat-free� dishes are being sold in the same aisle as meals made with 

meat.� (p. 1).  

 

Common to all the above articles is that they read more into the word vegetarian than a dietary choice and 

assume it to say something about the type of activities an individual will or will not take part in. Whereas 

the �hypocrisy� discourse made assumptions about the types of activities a vegetarian should not take part 

in, the �overly sensitive� discourse makes assumptions about the types of activities a vegetarian will not 

take part in. There are certain TV shows vegetarians will not watch, books they will not read, and places 

they would not want to shop, because they cannot look at or be in the presence of meat. This is a strong 

generalization, and one that assumes all vegetarians to find meat repulsive or take offence at the sight of it. 

In reality, vegetarians are confronted with meat on a daily basis, packaged at the supermarket, served at 

restaurants etc., and are thus quite familiar with the sight of meat. There is a significant difference between 
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choosing not to eat meat and needing to pretend it does not exist. These articles thus construct a problem 

which does not exist, and in doing so, they reinforce the stereotype of the overly sensitive vegetarian.  

 

The most extreme example of this is found in �Put the sizzle into summer� (Mansfield, 24 July, The Sunday 

Telegraph), which warns:  

 

Perhaps it�s best not to mention the origins of the barbecue to these vegetarian friends. It 

stems from barbacoa, a word used by the Arawak Indians of the Carribean. We�ve adopted 

their method of cooking but thankfully not their recipes: the Arawak were notorious cannibals. 

(Mansfield, 24 July, The Sunday Telegraph). 

 

 The above paragraph suggests that vegetarians would have a harder time stomaching the origins of the 

barbecue than their carnivorous friends, which is obviously preposterous, as these should be just as 

repulsed by the thought of cannibalism as vegetarians. 

 

Another variation of the �overly sensitive� discourse constructs vegetarians as being excessively emotional 

and ruled by their emotions rather than logic and common sense. This discourse is strongly tied to the two 

of myths that serve to sustain the dominance of carnism, namely the myths that carnism is natural and 

necessary.  

 

At the milder end of the spectrum, eating meat is constructed as being necessary for our survival and 

wellbeing or as natural, i.e. �the way it has always been�. At the more extreme end of the spectrum, it is 

claimed that animals exist only so we can eat them, and in some cases even that they want to be eaten. 

When carnism is constructed as natural and necessary for humans and animals alike, vegetarianism is then 

constructed as abnormal and vegetarians as unwilling to accept what is necessary. The �overly sensitive� 

discourse is seen where a vegetarian�s emotions and love for animals are seen as obstructing that which is 

necessary and natural. 

 

The Independent�s review of Jonathan Safran Foer�s �Eating Animals� (Hirst, Tonkin and Akbar, 21 January, 

The Independet) concludes: �Deliriously immersed in paternity, Safran Foer brushes aside the fact that flesh 

eating has always been a part of human life.� (p. 1).  Hirst, Tonkin and Akbar draw on the longevity on 

carnism to cement it as normal and explain Safran Foer�s opposition to it by declaring him �deliriously 

immersed in paternity�, implying an overly emotional and sentimental state of being. A very similar claim is 
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seen in �Red tape keeps Clover in Limbo� (Page, 3 December, The Daily Telegraph). Page first establishes 

carnism as natural and necessary, by drawing on history and biology: 

 

In my early teens, I became a vegetarian. I came back to eating meat a few years later largely 

through common sense but also because anatomically and historically a man like me thrives on 

it. The bone and tooth structure shows that Homo sapiens come from a long line of 

omnivores... It is also true to say that without meat, early man in temperate and cold climatic 

zones would not have survived the winter. (p. 1). 

 

The argument that vegetarians are overly emotional follows, when Page declares �I felt terrible about 

turning clover into burgers (Which is almost certainly what an old beast like her becomes). But it had to be 

done� (p. 1). With this, Page makes clear that he understands the emotional argument for vegetarianism, 

but that he will not let that stand in the way of what �has to be done�, thus constructing vegetarians as 

unwilling to do what is necessary. 

 

A number of articles take the �overly sensitive� discourse from a focus on the supposed human need to eat 

meat to the animals� supposed need to be eaten, claiming that it is their only reason for existence. These 

articles often use a deliberately whimsical and ironic tone, which will be discussed below.  

 

I�m sure the do-gooders would have us all become vegetarians. But if the good Lord wanted 

that then why did he make animals taste of meat? (The Sun, 16 April, p. 2) 

 

If you really cared about that lamb, you�d have had the decency to buy, slow-roast and eat it, in 

order to give its death some meaning. (Deacon, 26 December, The Daily Telegraph, p. 1). 

 

Using a whimsical tone, the above paragraph from The Sun draws on religion to justify carnism, while 

Deacon draws on the assumption that being turned into food is the only thing that gives an animal�s life 

meaning. 

 

In �Beachcomber; 94 years old and still proudly carnivorous� (Beachcomber, 31 August, The Daily Express), 

pen-named columnist Beachcomber describes his son�s vegetarianism as a �deluded eating habit�, and 

explains it as a result of his �natural sensitivity� and vulnerability to �Soft Fury Animal Syndrome�. Preceded 

by the description of vegetarianism as �deluded�, meaning based on false belief, it is clear that the author 
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does not consider caring for animals a good enough reason not to eat them. This sentiment is confirmed by 

his description of his son�s return to carnism as �seeing the light� and realising that �animals would not taste 

so nice if they did not want to get eaten.� 

 

Similarly to Beachcomber, several of the above articles use a ridiculing tone towards the overly sensitive 

vegetarians. Conversely, Coren (14 May, The Times) presents the same argument while being seemingly 

sympathetic to the animal welfare argument for vegetarianism. He tells the story of his quest to find a 

piece of ham that he would be happy to eat. He explains why he is unwilling to eat intensively farmed pork 

and why he is concerned with the welfare of the animals he will be eating, calling bad quality ham �a pink 

mulch of sadly lived and badly slaughtered pig cheese�, and stating �pigs are lovely and a lot like us. You just 

can�t do that to them. They do not deserve it. We have done nothing to give us the right.� (Coren, 14 May, 

The Times, p.1). Following this, however, he goes on to explain why vegetarianism is not the logical 

conclusion to the problems he has just laid out, drawing on the argument that animals only exist so we can 

eat them: �Without us, they have no reason to be here, and would be extinct, like the Incas. That is the 

paradox. That is the Catch-22 of piggery. That is why vegetarianism is not as simple as it looks.� (Coren, 14 

May, The Times, p. 1). 

 

Again we see carnism constructed as common sense, and vegetarians as being blind to it, obstructed by 

their emotions and empathy towards pigs. The final article containing the �overly sensitive� discourse 

presents the same argument, but takes it one step further in claiming that animals not only need to be 

eaten, but want to. Using a very whimsical tone, �Beachcomber; 94 years old and still gobbling his meals� 

(Beachcomber, 1 December, The Daily Express) takes the form of a chat between the author and two 

turkeys being reared for Christmas. This way, the argument that animals want to be eaten and that 

vegetarians are excessively emotional is spoken straight from the horse�s, or turkey�s, mouth: 

 

�So, you know all about Christmas,� I said in surprise. �Of course we do,� the girl turkey replied. 

�Do you think we are stupid?� �No, not at all,� I lied. �But why are you waddling around in such 

an apparently happy fashion when you know you are about to be slaughtered, plucked, stuffed 

and eaten?� �But that�s what we�re here for,� the turkey replied. �That�s what gives our lives a 

purpose. We have no complaints.� (�) �You cannot know how happy it makes me to hear you 

say that�, I said. ��I�ve heard so many vegetarians talk of the evils of killing animals for food�� 

�Oh what tosh,� the female turkey interrupted me. (Beachcomber, 1 December, The Daily 

Express, pp. 1-2). 
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The whimsical and ironic tone used in this article was seen to a greater or lesser extent in many of the 

articles containing the �overly emotional� discourse. It allows the authors to touch upon the topic without 

having to delve deeper into the ethics and morality of the issues (Boykoff, 2008, p. 560) and to express 

certain views while disclaiming responsibility for them (Benwell, 2007, p. 540).  

 

In summation, the �overly sensitive� discourse constructs vegetarians as being either extraordinarily 

squeamish, unable to be near, read about or look at meat, or ruled by their emotions, unable to cope 

logically with our natural and necessary relationship with animals. 

  

As has been shown, the articles presented above construct the consumption of meat as the natural, 

necessary and therefore the right thing to do, and vegetarianism as the excessively emotional and illogical 

response to this fact. By virtue of this discourse, anti-speciesist arguments for vegetarianism are rendered 

invalid (Cole & Morgan, 2011, p. 146). It is implied that people who object to violence against animals are 

excessively sentimental and thus irrational, and as a result, only people who eat animals can prove 

themselves as not too sentimental and thus rational.  

 

 

Characterising vegetarianism as unexciting 

 

This discourse constructs vegetarians and vegetarianism as unexciting, boring and lacking humour and joy. 

It operates mostly implicitly. More so than the other discourses indentified, the �unexciting� discourse 

targets the vegetarian lifestyle rather than vegetarians as individuals. 

 

The identified occurrences of the �unexciting� discourse were divided almost equally between broadsheets 

and tabloids: five in broadsheets and four in tabloids. The �unexciting� discourse was found once in The 

Times, The Sunday Times, The Daily Telegraph, The Guardian and The Observer, respectively, and twice in 

The Sun as well as once in The Daily Mirror and Daily Star, respectively. 

 

To construct vegetarians and vegetarianism as unexciting, the two are frequently juxtaposed with other 

cultural phenomena that tend to be viewed in a similar way: 
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Coldplay�s Saturday night backstage rider was everything you�d expect from the anti-rock�n�roll band. It 

included two crates of filtered mineral water, an unlimited supply of crudités and an �assortment of 

vegetarian, gluten-free dips�. What a waste. (The Daily Mirror, 27 June). 

 

In this example of the �boring� discourse, we see the word vegetarian juxtaposed with the words gluten-

free, crudités and mineral water, all things that are commonly accepted as unexciting. Followed by the 

exclamation �what a waste�, and preceded by the description of Coldplay as an �anti-rock�n�roll band�, the 

implication that Coldplay, by virtue of their vegetarian and otherwise healthy lifestyles, are boring, is clear. 

Interestingly, dips are generally a popular party food with no connotations to dullness. It is their status as 

vegetarian and gluten-free that makes them boring in this case.  

 

Similarly to the above, Clarkson (The Sun, 28 May) juxtaposes �vegetarians� with �communists and women 

with really bad hair.� (p. 1), words that generally have no positive connotations. Likewise, in an interview 

with Clarkson and his fellow Top Gear presenters Richard Hammond and James May (The Sunday Times, 30 

October), discussing their live action car show, which they describe as containing stunts, fireballs and �car 

curling�, the conversation falls on the upcoming summer Olympics, which were to be held in London during 

the summer of 2012.  Clarkson comments that he thinks the Top Gear live show would make a perfect 

opening ceremony for the Olympics, but that he worries it will be �wheat-free, sustainable, vegetarian and 

multidiverse.� Clarkson thus lists four things which are, if not positive then at least certainly not negative, 

but through contrasting them with the fast-paced and exciting car show and using the verb �worry�, they 

are constructed as negatives, namely boring and unexciting, something you would want to avoid at an 

Olympic opening ceremony. 

 

Two articles containing the �unexciting� discourse make vegetarianism responsible for bad dinner parties: 

 

Adolf Hitler�s spectacles are to be sold by the Herman Historica auction house, alongside 

cutlery, and a salt cellar, which can both stand testament to the fact that, of all the great 

dictators, Hitler gave the worst dinner parties: vegetarian, no booze. (Gold, 8. October, The 

Guardian, p. 1). 

 

These may seem like utterly random distinctions designed to take all the fun out of dinner 

parties (...) (Miller, 5 May, The Times, p. 1, referring to the vegetarian�s distinction between 

eating fish or not eating fish).  
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The implication of these paragraphs is clear: Vegetarianism is incongruent with the ethos of dinner parties, 

i.e. fun.  

 

 �Natalie Portman; The prodigy comes of age� (Collins, 2 January, The Observer) opens with the following 

paragraph: 

 

In 2006, Natalie Portman gave the lie to her image as the clean living, multi-lingual, vegetarian movie star 

who�d put her degree on hold to study for a degree, claiming: �When I was in Harvard, I smoked weed every 

day... I cheated every test and snorted all the yay.� (Which, by the way, is slang for cocaine.) (Collins, 2 

January, The Observer, p. 1). 

 

This paragraph contrasts Portman�s reputation as a clean living, multi-lingual, vegetarian movie star with 

the actions of smoking weed, cheating on tests and snorting cocaine, clearly separating the morally �good� 

from the morally �bad�. Though one would assume that being good is preferable to being bad, the article 

distances itself from Natalie Portman�s image as a �clean-living vegetarian�, by questioning whether or not 

the untruthfulness of Portman�s claims of smoking weed every day is really preferable: �Thankfully, or not, 

she was having us on.� (p. 1). This implies that although Portman�s lifestyle is certainly to be considered 

good, it is perhaps also to be considered a bit dull, something which Portman is best to compensate for by 

participating in this slightly outrageous and �self-mocking� sketch, as suggested when the author goes on to 

state that �perhaps an X-rated self-parody is the only sensible course of action for someone voted sexiest 

vegetarian of 2002 by pressure group People for the Ethical Treatment of Animals�� (p. 1). With this 

paragraph, Collins implies that being voted sexiest vegetarian of 2002 is something which is considered a 

bit dull and unexciting and that Portman was clever to prove herself to be �fun� with her SNL sketch. These 

implications are understood by the readers due to the shared and taken for granted assumption that 

vegetarians are very morally good and therefore very boring. Without this shared view of vegetarians, the 

suggestion that PETA voting Portman sexiest vegetarian of 2002 somehow necessitates her taking part in an 

x-rated self-parody would fail to make sense. The same line of reasoning would not, for example, have 

worked, had Portman been voted sexiest playmate of 2002 or sexiest woman in Hollywood. 

 

In �No bones about it, I�m just not a vegetarian� (Gordon, 8 January, The Daily Telegraph), vegetarians are 

constructed as boring and humourless, mainly through the description of the author�s vegetarian friend 

Kate, who is described as unable to take a joke: 
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�I�m allergic to anything with a face on it,� Kate responded miserably. �But look,� I said, holding 

up a beef joint, �it doesn�t have a face on it! They�ve gone to the effort of removing it!� Kate 

hasn�t been to my flat again for dinner (�). (Gordon, 8 January, The Daily Telegraph, p. 1). 

 

Although this anecdote refers to one specific vegetarian, the author�s discussion in the preceding paragraph 

of what vegetarians are like (�It�s not that I think they�re pansies (...) just lacking the joy that is calves liver 

with bacon and mash�) makes Kate appear as an example of a stereotypical vegetarian rather than simply 

an individual who cannot take a joke.  

 

In �Queen of greens� (Daily Star, 28 September), a girl who was crowned Europe�s sexiest vegetarian of the 

year is referred to as a �leaf-loving babe�. While the short article is not negative about the girl specifically, 

the description of vegetarians as �leaf-loving� makes the vegetarian diet sound far more limited than it 

really is, as it implies that it is limited to vegetables only, playing into the stereotypical view of vegetarian 

food as �rabbit food�. The same implication is seen in �Swap meat for leaves� and die bored aged 28� 

(Clarkson, 26 February, The Sun). Again we see the entirety of a vegetarian diet reduced to leaves. This 

article employs the �unexciting discourse most explicitly, stating as early as the headline that vegetarianism 

is so boring it will put you in an early grave. It presents Clarkson�s reaction to scientists revealing that red 

meat can be harmful. Clarkson actually quotes a number of reasons why eating red meat can be harmful 

and eating a vegetarian diet is healthier, but does so in a very ironic and sceptical tone, taking away from 

the seriousness of the matter. The irony and scepticism is seen in the articles choice of words, e.g. �we�re 

told�, �vegetablist/vegetablism�, �apparently�, �the boffins�, as well as its use of hyperboles, e.g. ��and die 

aged 28�, �I know rock stars who put that much cocaine up their nose�, �you�ll have to spend at least 80 per 

cent of your day in the lavatory�. Clarkson praises meat (�juicy lamb chops�) and denounces vegetarian food 

(�Lettuce is just frilly green tap water and I hate it�). He does not deny that vegetarian food can be healthy 

(�Oh sure, if you eat lots of it, you will remain cancer free�), but simply claims that vegetarian food is so 

boring, it is not worth it (�But you will die of boredom aged 28�). As discussed above, the strongly ironic and 

contrarian tone for which Clarkson is known allows him to make bold and prejudiced statements without 

having to accept responsibility for them or their accuracy.  

 

There are, of course, several other components to a vegetarian diet besides vegetables and lettuce 

specifically, which most will agree is not the most exciting of foods. However, the �unexciting� discourse is 
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often dependent on the idea that a vegetarian diet is very limited. This is also the case for this study�s 

penultimate derogatory discourse on vegetarianism, namely that of vegetarianism as privation. 

 

To summarise, the �unexciting� discourse constructs vegetarianism as extraordinarily boring and uneventful, 

and vegetarians as boring and lacking humour and joy. In the articles discussed above, we saw 

vegetarianism contrasted with edgy Saturday Night Live sketches, the ethos of dinner parties, a good 

opening ceremony for the Olympics and �rock�n�roll�, the vegetarian diet was reduced to lettuce leaves, and 

vegetarians were described as lacking joy and unable to take a joke. Like the �burden� discouse, the 

�unexciting� discourse discourages vegetarianism. 

 

 

Characterising vegetarianism as privation 

 

This discourse constructs vegetarianism as privation, defined as the absence of a quality which is essential 

to human well-being. This includes constructing vegetarianism as a terrible hardship or (self-)deprivation. It 

tends to take one of two forms. It focuses either on the foods that are available to vegetarians, describing 

them as inferior or pitying vegetarians for not having meat, or it focuses on the supposed extra effort it 

takes to be a vegetarian, describing it as a hardship and as very difficult to sustain.  

 

The �privation� discourse was identified more often in broadsheets than tabloids. It was found in 11 

broadsheet articles, namely three in The Times and three in The Sunday Times, two in The Daily Telegraph, 

two in The Guardian and one in The Observer, and five tabloid articles, namely two in The Daily Mirror and 

one in The Daily Express, The Sunday Express and The Daily Mail, respectively. 

 

Four of the articles found to contain the �privation� discourse express pity towards vegetarians, 

presupposing that vegetarians must miss meat and cannot possibly be fulfilled on a vegetarian diet. Two of 

the articles are excerpts from TV guides, presenting the Christmas episode of the cooking programme �River 

Cottage�. This Christmas episode followed a series of episodes which focused on vegetarian food, when 

host Hugh Fearnley-Whittingstall lived on a vegetarian diet for four months. Both articles use several value-

laden words, which presuppose that Fearnly-Whittingstall would have missed meat during his time as a 

vegetarian: 
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�Doubtless relieved to be eating meat again following his noble stint as a vegetarian, Hugh 

Fearnly-Whittingstall and his River Cottage team serve up a festive menu with the emphasis on 

the most free-ranging animals of them all (�)� (The Observer, 11 December, p. 1). 

 

�We can be certain Hugh Fearnly-Whittingstall�s enthusiasm for his latest Christmas meat 

recipes is genuine following the months of vegetarianism he endured for his latest series� 

(O�Donovan, 10 December, The Daily Telegraph, p. 1). 

 

The adjective phrase �doubtless relieved� presupposes that Fearnley-Whittington will be happy to put his 

supposedly unpleasant time as a vegetarian behind him. The noun phrase �noble stint� similarly diminishes 

his time as a vegetarian to something he went through begrudgingly because it was a morally admirable 

thing to do, rather than something he could actually have enjoyed. The presuppositions inherent in the 

word choices in this sentence become apparent when looking at alternative ways to relay the same 

information, .e.g �eating meat again following his time as a vegetarian, Hugh Fearnly-Whittingstall...� 

Similarly, the verb �endure� implies that Fearnly-Whittingstall�s �months of vegetarianism� would have been 

difficult and unenjoyable. These descriptions of Fearnly-Whittingstall�s meatless months were seen in spite 

of the TV chef having been largely positive about the experience, both during and after the four months, 

saying publicly that he rarely eats meat and fish anymore and encouraging others to follow his lead.  

 

Another instance of the �privation� discourse is found in an article written by Fearnly-Whittingstall himself, 

namely �Cure all: Bacon�s the great unsung hero of the kitchen� (Fearnly-Whittingstall, 16 April, The 

Guardian). Interestingly, this article was written in April, before Fearnly-Whittingstall�s four months as a 

vegetarian. He praises bacon and comments �even some of my vegetarian friends sigh nostalgically at the 

very thought.� (p. 1). Similarly to the articles above, this statement constructs vegetarians as missing but 

denying themselves meat. As such, vegetarianism becomes a form of deprivation imposed on the individual 

by themselves.  

 

In �Taco wacko Gwyn� (Moodie, Tetteh and Rainbird, 25 April, The Daily Mirror), the deprived vegetarian is 

Gwyneth Paltrow�s young daughter Apple. The stance of the authors is seen clearly in the headline naming 

Paltrow �wacko�, indicating that her actions are abnormal or even crazy. The �privation� discourse is seen in 

the authors taking pity on Paltrow�s daughter: �Don�t worry, Apple. Another 12 years and you can eat 

whatever you like.� This statement takes for granted that Apple would not be happy and fulfilled as a 

vegetarian, and that if given the choice, she would want to eat meat. 
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Another eight articles containing the �privation� discourse focus less on the consequences of vegetarianism 

on vegetarians and more on the food that is or isn�t available to them, constructing vegetarian food as 

inferior to or less satisfying than meat. If non-vegetarian food is better than vegetarian food, vegetarianism 

automatically becomes a form of privation, as vegetarians live with the absence of the assumed superior 

form of food. 

 

When the press corps eventually took their seats in the new wind-powered building at the 

Royal Botanic Gardens, the contents of the manifesto were as predictable as a vegetarian 

sausage is unsatisfying.�(Rude, 20 April, p. 1). 

 

�The menu was 100% vegetarian and there was a yoga studio upstairs. But don�t let that put 

you off.� (Hemming, 23 October, p. 1). 

 

Several of these articles explicitly contrast vegetarian and non-vegetarian food. In his column in The Sunday 

Express, Adam Helliker (11 September) describes a vegetarian meal served to a group of beauty editors by 

super model Elle Macpherson and contrasts it with the meal consumed by Macpherson herself, which 

contained meat. The vegetarian meal is described as �spartan�, and its ingredients are measured in �slivers� 

and �morsels�: ��a Spartan vegetarian dish of miniature sliced aubergine with a sliver of sweet potato and a 

morsel of mozzarella�, while the non-vegetarian dish is described as ��her own VIP preparation: Roast 

chicken and gravy followed by chocolate tart.� (p. 1). Preceded by the matter-of-fact statement that 

Macpherson �eats properly�, the implied conclusion is that the vegetarian meal is not a proper meal. The 

same implication is seen in Beachcomber�s article (Beachcomber, 31 August, The Daily Express) about his 

vegetarian son: �In that time, however, I had developed a range of dishes that worked as passable 

vegetarian fodder in one pot and with the simple addition of meat, made a proper meal in another.� (p. 1). 

Once again we are seeing vegetarian meals contrasted with non-vegetarian �proper� meals, as well as a 

highly derogatory description of the vegetarian meals, labelling them �fodder�, a word normally used about 

food for animals.  

 

In Giles Coren�s review of Michelin 3-star restaurant El Bulli (28 May), Coren comments on a previous visit 

to the restaurant: 
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The first time I went, I went with a mate because my girlfriend at the time was a vegetarian (as 

girls sometimes are) and was thus not interested enough in food to make the trip worthwhile 

(even though they said they could do 32 courses of veggie food, which sounds like a fair 

approximation to death, followed by reincarnation as a cow). (Coren, 28 May, The Times, p. 3). 

 

This article employs the �privation� discourse in suggesting that 32 courses of vegetarian food, even when 

cooked by one of the world�s most famous chefs, would be so terrible it is comparable to death. 

Furthermore, it equates meat with food in suggesting that his ex-girlfriend�s vegetarianism meant she was 

�not interested enough in food�, again describing vegetarianism as a state of denying oneself real food.  

 

In another restaurant review (Gill, 4 September, The Sunday Times), the reviewer is largely positive about 

the vegetarian options available but still employs the �privation� discourse in saying �one of our party had 

the black bean soup with chilli and pronounced it very, very good, though vegetarians are notoriously 

overcompensatory with their praise, always pitifully grateful for any deathless crumb.� (p. 2). With this 

statement, Gill implies that a vegetarian�s opinion on food cannot be trusted. Vegetarians deprive 

themselves of meat, and to compensate for that fact, they are overly enthusiastic about the food that is 

available to them. 

 

In �Eating animals is wrong � but I like the taste�, Collins (30 December, The Times) presents an argument 

very similar to that seen in �It�s a pig of a job to find out what�s in my ham� (Coren, 14 May, The Times). Like 

Coren, Collins presents a number of philosophical arguments for vegetarianism and even debunks the 

argument used by Coren, that animals only exist for us to eat. When explaining why his reasoning about 

our right or lack thereof to eat animals has not made him stop eating meat, he provides one simple 

explanation: meat tastes good, and he is not willing to deprive himself of it: 

 

I now realize that I eat meat principally because I like eating meat. Dry beans and lentils may 

well replace most of the protein in meat, but what is going to replace the taste? I could no 

more eat lettuce than eat the piece of paper this is printed on. There was a survey recently that 

found that a salad a day could extend your life by years. Daily? I find annually a stretch.(Collins, 

30 December, The Times, p. 2). 

 

As seen in the articles above, Collins explicitly contrasts meat and vegetarian food, using derogatory 

descriptions of vegetarian foods to conclude that meat is better. The dryness of lentils and beans, 
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commonly considered vegetarian stables, is presupposed, and lettuce is once again presented as belonging 

exclusively to the vegetarian diet, in spite of the fact that meat-eaters are likely to eat lettuce as often as 

vegetarians; burgers, sandwiches and salads containing meat tend to contain lettuce, too. 

 

Collins� article shows that the lines between the different discourses tend to be fluid, due to its similarities 

to Clarkson�s �Swap meat for leaves... and die bored aged 28� (26 February, The Sun). As we have seen, both 

articles contrast vegetarian and non-vegetarian food, naming vegetarian food inferior, and both classify 

lettuce as belonging exclusively to the vegetarian diet. However, whereas Clarkson explicitly constructs 

vegetarianism as the cause of severe boredom, Collin�s focuses on the absence of taste experienced by 

vegetarians, and on the quality of food enjoyed by carnist which he is unwilling to give up. 

 

A number of the remaining articles use value-laden words to construct vegetarianism as privation. Hollweg 

(1 May, The Sunday Times) speaks of his girlfriend who �recently emerged from 20 years as a vegetarian� (p. 

5), Harvey (21 June, The Guardian) presents artificially grown meat as an alternative to customers who 

�cannot bear to go vegetarian� (p. 1) and The Daily Mirror (24 February) reports that �at least 10% of 

vegetarians cannot resist carnivorous cravings.� (p. 1).  

 

The metaphorical use of the verb �emerge� implies that Hollweg�s girlfriend was somehow held down or 

held back by vegetarianism or that her full personality was hidden behind her vegetarianism. Carnists who 

�cannot bear� to go vegetarian and vegetarians who �cannot resist� meat both imply that vegetarianism 

takes extraordinary effort and is excessively hard to sustain due to the absence of meat (as opposed to 

reactions from family and friends, the accessibility of vegetarian products and other outside factors). 

 

Similarly, �Bin men ban no meat day� (Daily Mail, 29 July) uses value-laden words to construct vegetarianism 

as privation, however, it does so by using positively laden words to describe a group of bin men who 

refused to take part in a meat-free Monday scheme: �Bin men have rebelled against a �meat free Monday� 

brought in by the first green council� (p. 1). As opposed to the word choices seen in the other articles to 

construct vegetarianism as privation, �rebel� is a positively laden verb, with connotations to heroism and 

standing up to oppression. The article goes on to describe the workers as �disgusted� and mentioning their 

�grievances and disgust�, which led to the scheme being abandoned and the return to serving meat daily. 

The word choices made in this article construct the bin men as strong and unwilling to be deprived of their 

meat. The �privation� discourse is apparent in that the paper doesn�t question the rightfulness of the bin 
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men�s protest, rather the need to protest against one meat free lunch a week is accepted and taken for 

granted. 

 

The last article containing the �privation discourse, �There�s a hole in my plate� (Bartley, 7 April, The Times), 

describes vegetarian food as lacking compared to meat diets by speaking of a �hole in the plate�, which 

people attempt to fill with vegetarian meat substitutes. The term �hole in the plate� is repeated three times 

throughout the article, once quoting Sir Paul MacCartney on his personal experience when going 

vegetarian, and twice as used by the author. The term is used matter-of-factly and without any discussion 

or debate as to the extent of this supposed problem, it is simply assumed to exist. This clearly implies that a 

meal without meat is not a full meal. The article continues the �privation� discourse by describing 

vegetarianism as being very difficult to sustain: �Is it the inconvenience of a vegetarian lifestyle, rather than 

the desire not to eat meat that puts so many people off?� (Bartley, 7 April, The Times, p. 2). By using the 

definite article to define the noun �inconvenience�, the article presupposes that being a vegetarian is 

inconvenient. Furthermore, this phrase implies that a number of people would want to be vegetarian if not 

for this supposed inconvenience. When discussing why the number of vegetarians in the population drops 

with age, the author says �it may be that when faced with non-veggie partners, or when pressed to prepare 

a family dinner at speed, vegetarian women cave in.� (p. 2). This sentence firstly implies that vegetarian 

meals are more difficult or take longer to prepare than non-vegetarian meals, and secondly the phrasal 

verb �cave in� meaning �give up� makes clear that vegetarianism is very difficult, as one only gives up when 

something is a struggle. If whatever you are ending is not a struggle, you typically simply �stop� rather than 

�cave in�.  

 

To summarise, the �privation� discourse constructs vegetarianism as a struggle, requiring extraordinary 

effort and being very difficult to sustain. It pities vegetarians for having to live without meat and describes 

vegetarian food as �improper�. As such, the overarching message of the �privation� discourse is that the 

absence of meat somehow lessens one�s quality of life. This discourse allows carnists to let go of any 

feelings of guilt for not attempting to give up meat, as vegetarianism is constructed as extraordinarily 

difficult.  
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Characterising vegetarians as malnourished 

 

The eighth and final dominant negative discourse on vegetarians and vegetarianism found in the articles 

under analysis is that of the malnourished vegetarian. It differs from the remaining discourses in that it 

often is, or presents itself as being, based on scientific evidence, drawing on expert sources. It usually 

operates explicitly which made it an easy discourse to spot and identify. It manifests itself in the continued 

linking of different deficiencies to vegetarianism.  

 

The �malnourishment� discourse was the only one out of the eight dominant negative discourses to be 

identified more often in tabloids than broadsheet. It was found in 11 tabloid articles, namely four in The 

Sun, three in The Daily Express and The Daily Mail, respectively, as well as one in The Daily Mirror, and four 

broadsheet articles, one in The Independent, i, The Guardian and The Observer, respectively. 

 

In �Ultraviolet light boosts vitamin D in mushrooms� (Conner, 10 September, i), science editor Steve Conner, 

whose title gives him expert status, ties vegetarianism to �a wide spectrum of disorders� (p. 1) through its 

association to vitamin-D deficiency. 

 

�Tests have shown the levels of vitamin D in the mushroom can be boosted to match the 

concentration typically found in vitamin D rich foods, such as oily fish, liver and egg yolks, 

which are typically shunned by vegetarians and vegans.� (Connor, 10 September, p. 1). 

 

In �Return of Victorian illnesses� (Haywood, 28 July, The Sun), vegetarianism is tied to the recurrence of 

rickets, through its assumed association to vitamin-D deficiency: �Children with diets that cut out certain 

foods � vegetarians, for example � may be at risk as they may not get enough vitamin D.� 

 

�How to repair your memory� (Dovey, 29 November, The Daily Mail) ties vegetarianism to poor memory, 

through a supposed association to vitamin B12 deficiency, quoting gastroenterologist Anton Emanuel as an 

expert: 

 

Vitamin B12 deficiency occurs when the body fails to absorb enough of the vitamin through the 

small intestine,� says Doctor Anton Emanuel, a gastroenterologist at University College 

Hospital, London. The nutrient is found in foods such as meat, fish and dairy products, so 
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vegetarians need to be careful to ensure they are getting enough. (Dovey, 29 November, The 

Daily Mail, p. 1). 

 

Health Correspondent Jo Willey ties vegetarianism to an increased risk of Alzheimer�s through a supposed 

association to vitamin B deficiency: �Vegetarians who don�t have any milk or fish in their diet are also likely 

to become deficient.� (Willey, 14 September, The Daily Express, p. 2).  

 

�Eat steak in pregnancy for a baby who cries less� (Derbyshire, 21 March, Daily Mail) links vegetarianism 

with anaemia, tiredness, weight loss and constipation, as well as giving birth to babies who cry a lot, 

through a supposed association to vitamin B12 deficiency: �Vegetarians and vegans are particularly 

vulnerable to vitamin B12 deficiency, a condition that leads to anaemia, tiredness, weight loss and 

constipation.� (p. 1). 

  

Quoting an expert source, Health Correspondent Jo Willey again connects vegetarianism to vitamin B 

deficiency, and through that an increased risk of anaemia: �Strict vegetarians and vegans, who do not take 

supplements, could be more at risk of anaemia, reveals a study by Rush University in Chicago.� (Willey, 27 

September, The Daily Express, p. 1).  

 

In �Is your tiredness down to thyroid?� (Haywood, 13 October, The Sun), vegetarianism is linked to 

hypothyroidism through a supposed association to iron or iodine deficiency, quoting expert source Lyn 

Mynott of Thyroid UK: 

 

A thyroid disorder means you must have a healthy diet. �Iron or iodine deficiency can cause an 

underactive thyroid,� Lyn explains. �It is particularly important for vegetarians to be aware of 

this as the rest of us will get most of our iron from red meat. (Haywood, 13 October, The Sun, 

p. 2).  

 

�Why donuts can make you depressed� (Hodgekiss, 28 June, Daily Mail) quotes Dr. Eva Cyhlarova of The 

Mental Health Foundation as linking vegetarianism to a lack of unsaturated fatty acids and thereby 

depression: 
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My worry is that vegetarians may struggle with getting an adequate supply of these important 

nutrients. While some nuts and seeds provide fatty acids, the body has to convert them. The 

problem is that nutrients are lost in the process. (Hodgekiss, 28 June, Daily Mail, p. 2).  

 

�How to avoid mummyrexia� (The Sun, 27 June) links vegetarianism to zinc deficiencies, this in spite of the 

fact that two of the five good sources of zinc it goes on to suggest are vegetarian, i.e. wheat germ and 

pumpkin seeds: �Women constantly on diets or vegetarians can be low in zinc...� (The Sun, 27 June, p. 2).  

 

While listing one of the many products that ensure protein is not a problem for vegetarians, �The good 

grain guide� (Jarvis, 26 May, The Independent) still implies that it is: �Quinoa is also incredibly good for you. 

Its high levels of protein and unusually balanced set of amino acids make it a favourite of vegetarians, who 

can struggle to find complete proteins.� (p. 2). Furthermore, this article implies a need for vegetarians to 

consume complete proteins. Although consuming complete proteins is not a problem for vegetarians, as it 

is found in both eggs and dairy products, this focus on complete proteins implies a need which does not 

exist. The term �complete protein� or �high biological value protein� refers to a source of protein which 

contains all the essential amino acids (Phillips F. , 2005, pp. 30-31). These include meat products, eggs, 

dairy, quinoa, tofu and more. Most vegetarian protein sources, e.g. beans, pulses and lentils, are 

considered incomplete proteins, as they are lacking in at least one amino acid. However, as long as a varied 

vegetarian diet is consumed, the amino acids lacking in one protein source will be compensated for by 

another, thus ensuring that a full range of amino acids is consumed. Furthermore, the complimentary 

protein sources do not have to be combined in one meal, but can be consumed at different times 

throughout a day. 

 

The above articles tend to express a high degree of certainty towards their claims, using categorical 

modalities to present them as facts, e.g. �are typically shunned by vegetarians�, �vegetarians need to be 

careful�, �vegetarians (...) are also likely�, �vegetarians (...) are particularly vulnerable�, �it is particularly 

important for vegetarians�. When modal verbs are used, it tends to be �can� or �may�: �vegetarians, for 

example - may be at risk�, �vegetarians may struggle�, �vegetarians can be low in zinc�, vegetarians, who can 

struggle�. The modal verb �may� is used to express possibility and probability and indicates quite a high 

likelihood of something happening (Swan, 1995, p. 323), whereas �can� expresses theoretical and general 

possibility, often used to say what is common or typical (Swan, 1995, p. 106). The modal verb �could�, which 

suggest a less definite possibility then �may� (Swan, 1995, p. 107) is only used once in the above articles: 

�strict vegetarians (...) could be more at risk�. 
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As seen above, most of the articles containing the �malnourishment� discourse take a scientific approach to 

their subject, often quoting expert sources to cement their validity. A few of the articles, however, use 

styles much more like those seen with the remaining discourses, including more personal, humorous and 

ironic styles. They tend to focus on the nutrients most commonly associated with meat, namely protein and 

iron. 

 

Janes (16 June, The Daily Mirror) draws on the personal experiences of Olympic bronze medallist Cassie 

Patten to suggest that vegetarians struggle to consume adequate amounts of protein: �I am a vegetarian 

but it�s hard to get the protein I need for training so I�ve started to eat a bit of chicken�. (p. 2). 

 

As discussed under both the �hypocrite� discourse and the �self-righteous� discourse, Leve (16 October, The 

Observer) attempts to place all vegetarians into a number of categories. Not surprisingly, therefore, Leve 

also employs the �malnourishment� discourse, in her description of what she labels �the health-conscious 

veggie�: �This one is always talking about the virtues of avocados and the best source of protein. They work 

at a health-food store and usually look anaemic.� (p. 1). By focusing on looking anaemic rather than being 

anaemic, Leve draws on the common stereotype of the pale, weak vegetarian. By pairing this stereotype 

with the category of �the health-conscious veggie�, Leve implicitly implies that even those vegetarians who 

are focused on their health will lack nutrients, leaving no room for a genuinely healthy vegetarian.   

 

The same stereotype is drawn upon by Jeremy Clarkson (26 February, The Sun) and by pen-named 

columnist William Hickey (5 September, The Daily Express): 

 

 �Of course, some vegetarians are still alive, but look at them. Sadie Frost, for example, is hardly 

a ruddy-cheeked advertisement for healthy living. And vegetablism seems to have made Sir 

Paul McCartney�s hair go a funny colour.� (Clarkson, 26 February, The Sun,p. 1). 

 

�Here is a picture of Sophie, distorting herself on Saltcoats Beach, although she does look a 

trifle pale and wan, doubtless due to a lack of fine red meat, but very well worth highlighting, 

eh?� (Hickey, 5 September, The Daily Express, p. 1). 
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Lastly, the reaction of vegetarians who subscribed to a vegetarian dating site after finding out that most of 

the members ate meat was described as throwing �a fit of anaemic chagrin� (Bidisha, 1 October, The 

Guardian), linking vegetarianism with aneamia. 

 

As can be seen, vegetarianism is continuously linked to a number of deficiencies. While is true that a 

vegetarian diet needs to be varied to ensure that a person�s nutritional needs are met, the same is true for 

diets containing meat. The overriding message of the �malnourishment� discourse seems to be that a 

vegetarian diet needs to be very well planned and that vegetarians need to pay special attention to ensure 

they consume a varied diet. To challenge or problematise vegetarianism on these grounds, however, 

assumes that non-vegetarian diets do not need to be well planned, which is an obvious fallacy, as a non-

varied non-vegetarian diet can have hugely detrimental effects on a person�s health. Carnists and 

vegetarians alike need to ensure they eat a varied diet, yet it is vegetarians rather than simply �people with 

poor diets� who are continuously mentioned as being at risk of deficiencies. This gives the impression that it 

requires extraordinary effort for vegetarians to make sure they do not become deficient � a claim which is 

not supported by the British Dietetic Association (Garton, 2011). From an ideological viewpoint, the 

�malnutrition� discourse serves to confirm the carnist belief that eating meat is not only normal but 

necessary, thus sustaining the continued dominance of carnist culture.  

 

The above concludes the textual analysis of the eight negative discourses identified in the 20 newspapers 

under analysis. As mentioned, however, besides the eight negative discourses, one positive discourse on 

vegetarianism was identified. Curiously, this discourse constructs vegetarianism in the exact opposite 

manner as the �malnutrition� discourses, as it constructs vegetarianism as being beneficial rather than 

detrimental to one�s health.  

 

 

Characterising vegetarianism as healthy 

 

The �healthy� discourse constructs vegetarianism as having certain health benefits, sometimes indicating 

that vegetarianism is overall healthier than eating meat. Health benefits of vegetarianism were mentioned 

in articles deemed both neutral and negative as well, but due to the overall tone of these articles, they 

were not considered to be positive towards vegetarianism. An example of an article which was deemed 

negative in spite of its pointing out health benefits of vegetarianism is �Swap meat for leaves... and die 
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bored aged 28� (Clarkson, 26 February, The Sun). Articles deemed neutral were ones that named health 

benefits to vegetarianism to establish it as being �as good� as carnism.  

 

Interestingly, the �healthy� discourse takes largely the same form as the �malnutrition� discourse, presenting 

itself as being based on scientific evidence and quoting expert sources or drawing on personal experiences 

of vegetarians to establish its validity. Also worth pointing out is that the �healthy� discourse is the only 

other dominant discourse besides the �malnutrition� discourse to be employed more often by the tabloids 

than the broadsheets. As such, the �malnutrition� discourse and the �healthy� discourse are surprisingly 

similar, apart from the fact that their constructions of vegetarianism are exact opposites; one constructs 

vegetarianism as being good for you and the other constructs vegetarianism as being bad for you. 

 

Identified in 16 articles, the �healthy� discourse occurred reasonably frequently � as often as the �privation� 

and the �extremism� discourse. It was found in 13 tabloid articles, six in The Sun, three in The Daily Mirror, 

two in The Daily Express and one in the Daily Mail and The Mail on Sunday, respectively, as well as in three 

broadsheet articles, two in The Daily Telegraph and one in the Financial Times. 

 

The first eight articles discussed below quote experts sources and cite scientific research to construct 

vegetarianism as healthy. Compared to the �malnutrition� discourse, however, the articles show a lesser 

degree of certainty towards their claims. Were a lack of certainty is evident, this will be marked in bold and 

discussed below. 

 

Eating a vegetarian diet can slash the risk of developing heart disease, a study found. 

Vegetarians are a third less likely to suffer heart problems, diabetes or a stroke than meat 

eaters. The research, from Loma Linda University, California, found that shunning meat and fish 

reduced the chances of high blood pressure and cholesterol, a precursor to three major killers. 

�Semi-vegetarians� who only give up red meat can still cut the risk of serious illness. (The Daily 

Express, 15 April, p. 1) 

 

Going veggie really is good for you � and researchers say they can prove it. They claim 

vegetarians are a third less likely to get heart disease, diabetes or a stroke than meat eaters. 

(...) Even just giving up red meat slightly lowers the risk of developing these, said Loma Linda 

University, California (...). (The Daily Mirror, 15 April, p. 1). 
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Experts at Loma Linda University in the US found that people who eat meat less than once a 

week lived three-and-a-half years longer than their carnivore counterparts. And they reckon 

meat-eaters may be more than twice as likely to develop senile dementia as vegetarians. 

(Haywood, 25 August, The Sun). 

 

A vegetarian diet could guard against a common bowel disorder, research has revealed. (The 

Sun, 20 July). 

 

Vegetarians are a third less likely to get diverticular disease of the bowel, thought to be caused 

by eating too little fibre, say researchers at Oxford University. (The Sun, 28 July, p. 1). 

 

A vegetarian diet could help protect against a common bowel disorder, a study claims. (The 

Daily Telegraph, 20 July, p. 1). 

 

�Studies have suggested vegetarians and vegans are, on average, trimmer than carnivores and 

are less likely to suffer from heart disease, cancer, strokes and diabetes.� (The Daily Mirror, 10 

March). 

 

In the above excerpts, we see the use of the modal verb �could�, which as mentioned indicates only a weak 

degree of possibility that something will happen. Thus, stating that a vegetarian diet could help protect 

against a bowel disorder indicates that while it is possible, it is not certain. While the modal verb �may� 

indicates a higher degree of likelihood that something will happen, the addition of the disclaimer �they 

reckon� implies that the information stated is only the opinion of the researchers, thus distancing the 

author from the claims made. The same is true where the Daily Mail states that �going veggie really is good 

for you � and researchers say they can prove it.� The articles frequently use evaluative verbs, indicating 

hesitation in endorsing the cited research. �Claims�, for example, indicates a wish on the author�s part to 

distance him- or herself from the arguments made, and �suggests� indicates a degree of uncertainty about 

the information relayed (Jackson, O'Carrol, & Ardington, 2012, p. Evaluative verbs). 

 

In �The case against red meat�, the author, �Top GP Martin Scurr�, discusses the link between red meat and 

colon cancer, the author himself representing the expert source: 
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Whatever is the case, it now seems clear that red meat consumption IS linked to higher cancer 

rates. Why is this? Well, we know that transit time through the human gut is predictable. If you 

eat a diet high in protein, with lots of red meat, food will pass through you in about 24 hours. 

Whereas if you eat a vegetarian diet, it will be around six hours. This means that cancer-

causing substances spend far more time sitting in a meat-eater�s gut than in a vegetarian�s. 

(Scurr, 21 February, Daily Mail) 

 

The remaining articles employing the �healthy� discourse draw on the personal experiences of vegetarians 

to construct vegetarianism as beneficial to one�s health.  

 

An article on actress Joanna Lumley states that �she credited her appearance to vitamin supplements, 

flaxseed oil and a vegetarian diet (...)� (Singh, 29 September, The Daily Telegraph). Similarly, an article on 

golfer Phil Mickelson states �he has been treated for arthritis which was found within the past two years and 

has switched diets to become a vegetarian to fight off the effects.� (McKenzie, 18 July, The Daily Express), 

and �Rosie loves vegging out� (The Sun, 10 March) quotes model Rosanna Davidson as saying �a vegetarian 

diet is a great way to stay fit and healthy.� 

 

A feature article from The Financial Times attributes Bill Clinton�s weight loss and healthy appearance to his 

vegetarianism: 

 

Seven years ago, that heart gave out on him, requiring emergency quadruple bypass surgery. 

As he got back on his feet, the fleshy Clinton face became sharply chiselled and the rest of him 

followed suit. At 65, standing tall in the office of the Clinton Global Initiative in a Harlem 

skyscraper, he is now trim rather than gaunt, the hot dog ravening replaced by vegetarianism. 

(Schama, 15 October, The Financial Times, pp. 1-2). 

 

In an article in The Mail on Sunday, columnist Liz Jones presupposes the health benefits of her own 

vegetarianism, in implying that her vegetarian diet has ensured she has not often needed medical 

attention: 

 

I have private GP, gynaecologist, two therapists and a dentist, who charges £900 for a root-

canal filling. I don�t drink, smoke or overeat. I don�t have children. I exercise every single day. 
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I�ve been a vegetarian since the age of 11. Let�s just say that, so far, I have not been a burden. 

(Jones, 31 July, The Mail on Sunday). 

 

Two of the remaining articles containing the �healthy� discourse are both concerned with competitions put 

on by animal rights charity People for the Ethical Treatment of Animals (PETA), to find the �sexiest� and 

�Europe�s hottest� vegetarian, respectively. One article quotes Abi Izzard of PETA, saying �vegetarians are 

healthier and have more energy than meat eaters� (The Daily Mirror, 24 August), while the other draws on 

the physical appearance of the competition winner to constructs vegetarianism as healthy: �Gorgeous 

Sophie Barrett has been voted Europe�s sexiest veggie � and you have to agree she�s certainly very fruity. 

The 21 year old has a body of evidence to show a meat-free diet does wonders for the figure.� (The Sun, 28 

September).   

 

Lastly, an article on the subject of Kim Kardashian�s psoriasis suggests that a vegetarian diet could alleviate 

the condition: �A vegetarian diet also helps reduce inflammation in the body and may help Kim�s psoriasis.� 

(Ursel and Waterman, 8 August, The Sun). 

 

In these articles, which quote and draw on the personal experience of famous vegetarians, no evaluative 

comments are added to the claims made about the health benefits of vegetarianism, which are often 

accepted as given rather than opinion. Oddly, these reservations were reserved for when scientific 

evidence was available. Overall, however, the construction of vegetarianism presented by this discourse is 

one that characterises vegetarianism as having certain health benefits and thus as being beneficial.  
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Vegetarians in the press: Discussion of findings 

 

The above has shown how eight dominant discourses construct vegetarians and vegetarianism negatively in 

their own distinct ways. Below, the combined effect of these eight discourses and the interplay between 

them will be discussed. Subsequently, the uncharacteristic occurrence of one positive discourse amidst the 

eight negative will be considered and its implications discussed.  

 

 

The language of carnism: Eight negative discourses 

 

The eight negative dominant discourses found in the selected corpus reproduce and sustain common 

stereotypical views of vegetarians and vegetarianism. Overall, they corresponded well with those identified 

by Cole and Morgan in their study of the construction of veganism in UK newspapers, i.e. �ridiculing 

veganism�, �characterising veganism as asceticism�, �describing veganism as difficult and impossible to 

sustain�, �describing veganism as a fad�, describing �vegans as oversensitive� and �describing vegans as 

hostile� (Cole & Morgan, 2011, p. 139). In spite of vegetarianism being more common than veganism and 

vegetarians abstaining from fewer food items than vegans, this study then suggests that vegetarianism is 

constructed no less negatively than veganism. One possible explanation for this might be that people often 

fail to distinguish between the two and tend to view them both in the same light. Furthermore it suggests 

that it is the complete abstention from meat that warrants negative attitudes towards a group, whereas 

the extent of abstention from additional products is of less significance.  

 

Between them, the eight identified discourses reinforce the three myths which justify carnist culture, 

namely the myths that carnism is normal, necessary and natural. They do so both explicitly and implicitly. 

Explicitly, they draw on e.g. the longevity of carnism to establish its normalcy and to construct 

vegetarianism as being in opposition to the norm (�carnism is just the way things are), they claim that 

animals exist only so that humans can eat them to establish carnism as natural and vegetarianism as going 

against the laws of nature (�carnism is the way things were meant to be�), and they draw on human biology 

to establish carnism as necessary and vegetarianism as damaging (�carnism is essential to human health�). 

Implicitly, carnism is established as necessary e.g. by describing vegetarians as pale, weak and unhealthy, as 

normal by constructing vegetarianism as being incongruent with the norms of society, e.g. Christmas or 
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other meals, and as natural by constructing vegetarians as excessively sentimental and thus illogical, too 

blinded by their emotions to see that humans were meant to eat animals. 

 

The justifiability of carnism is further established by accrediting vegetarians with traits that are considered 

weird and undesirable, often drawing on a set of commonly believed stereotypes regarding vegetarians. 

Vegetarians are constructed as self-righteous, playing into stereotypes of the �preachy� vegetarian 

(Carmichael, 2002, p. 155), as overly sentimental, drawing on stereotypes of the emotional animal lover 

(Cole & Morgan, 2011, p. 145), as malnourished, feeding into the stereotype of the thin, weak and anaemic 

vegetarian, and as extremist, fanatical and hostile. Furthermore, vegetarianism is described as excessively 

boring and as privation, drawing on the stereotype of the vegetarian living in abstemious self-denial (Smart, 

2004, p. 88). These constructions of vegetarians serve to confirm their �otherness�, establishing �them� as 

being inherently different from �us�, the carnist majority.  

 

These constructions of vegetarians and vegetarianism work towards discrediting them and invalidating the 

criticism inherent in their stance, diminishing their threat to the hegemonic position of carnism (Carnism 

Awareness and Action Network, 2012). When vegetarians are seen and believed to be as they are 

constructed in the analysed articles, then carnists are likely to be disinclined to pay any notice to their 

message and criticism. After all, if vegetarians are illogically emotional, how can their opinion be trusted in 

debates on animal welfare? And if their views are extreme, why would anyone listen? Furthermore, if 

vegetarianism is as burdensome and difficult to sustain as the identified discourses would suggest, and if 

vegetarians are not really as morally superior as �they claim to be�, then the carnist majority need not feel 

guilty about their choice to eat meat or for not attempting vegetarianism. 

 

While the eight identified discourses have been separated in this thesis for analytical purposes, in practice 

the lines between them are fluid, and all negative discourses on vegetarians and vegetarianism reinforce 

and confirm each other (Cole & Morgan, 2011, p. 139). Combined, they reproduce and sustain one 

overarching �carnism� discourse, which simply put constructs carnism as right and vegetarianism and 

veganism as wrong. 
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Vegetarianism as a health choice: The odd one out? 

 

While the overwhelming majority of the identified dominant discourses are negative towards vegetarians 

and vegetarianism, one was, as has been shown, positive. In spite of the reservations of some author�s 

regarding the scientific evidence supporting vegetarianism, the �healthy� discourse� presents an obvious 

departure from the other discourses identified in this study. With the overwhelming prevalence of negative 

discourses found and the indication seen of one overarching dominant �carnism� discourse, one might 

wonder how a discourse constructing vegetarianism as healthy has come to be reproduced as often as the 

�extremism� and the �privation� discourse, topped only by the �overly sensitive� discourse.  

 

Firstly, it is worth noting that the �healthy� discourse was employed almost exactly as often as the 

�malnourishment� discourse, 16 and 15 times in a year, respectively. Furthermore, they were found in 

largely the same newspapers, both mainly in tabloids and most often in The Sun. Considering the 

sensationalist nature of tabloids, this might suggest in these newspapers a lack of commitment to either 

discourse and allude to the element of fear-mongering for which the tabloids are known. Boykoff (2008, p. 

561) points out that tabloid style journalism often privileges conflict and scare stories, and whether it is 

carnism or vegetarianism which is labelled dangerous, it will provide grounds for concern for at least one 

group of readers. Additionally, it means the regular reader will be provided with contradictory information 

on a regular basis, which might lead the public to feel that �the experts never agree what foods are good for 

you� (Buttriss, 1997, p. 1988). This might result in feelings of confusion and powerlessness and ultimately an 

acceptance of the status quo, i.e. carnism.  

 

Secondly, as previously mentioned, suggesting that vegetarianism is beneficial to one�s health or indeed the 

environment does not necessarily indicate a need to fully exclude meat from one�s diet. This is seen in 

many of the scientifically founded articles containing the �healthy� discourse, which often contain 

disclaimers pointing out that simply lowering one�s intake of meat will generate many of the same health 

benefits as vegetarianism, e.g. �semi-vegetarians� who only give up red meat can still cut the risk of serious 

illness. (The Daily Express, 15 April, p. 1). As shown in the textual analysis of the negative discourses, there 

seems to be a higher degree of positivity towards cutting down on meat than cutting meat entirely. In 

terms of the hegemonic position of carnism in society, the idea of excluding all meat from one�s diet 

obviously presents the largest and only real threat. While it would, of course, present a threat to e.g. the 

meat industry if most people were to significantly lower their intake of meat, to carnism, i.e. the underlying 
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belief system that conditions us to accept the slaughter of animals for food as justifiable, it cannot be said 

to represent any significant threat. 

 

Thirdly and closely related to the point made above, presenting vegetarianism as a health regimen removes 

focus  from the most common motivating factor for vegetarians, namely animal rights (Cole & Morgan, 

2011, p. 135). 

 

The above would suggest that while the �healthy� discourse does indisputably construct vegetarianism in a 

positive light, it does not present a real threat to the dominance of carnism, as it does not give voice to 

arguments which require the complete removal of meat from our diets and is countered as often as it is 

employed. 
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The hegemony of carnism and possibilities for social change 

 

The analysis presented suggests that carnist ideology strongly influences discourses on vegetarianism in the 

British press, indicative of its dominant position within society. As mentioned, the dominant position of a 

social group gives it the power to define the categories through which we see the world, and to create 

portrayals of and identities for social groups, making these appear as commonsense (Jørgensen & Phillips, 

2002, p. 65). Meanwhile, the voices of less powerful social groups are silenced, taking from them the ability 

to define their own identities. This explains the prevalence of negative discourses on vegetarianism, and 

the near-silencing of vegetarian voices in the press. 

 

Combined, the eight negative discourses identified are part of one overarching �carnism� discourse, which 

serves to construct carnism as a given. This discourages any need to question the tenets of carnism and 

serves to ensure its continued dominance. The one positive discourse on vegetarianism which was 

identified in this study was shown to be of no significant threat to the dominance of carnism. Although its 

construction of vegetarianism is positive, it harbours no critical stance towards carnism. It suggests, with 

some reservations, a need to reduce one�s intake of meat, but does not question the justifiability of killing 

animals for food. What then, does this mean for the ideology of vegetarianism and its ability to influence 

dominant discourses?  

 

The texts analysed for this study each represent a discursive event, all belonging to the same order of 

discourse, namely that of the media. The eight negative discourses identified within the articles are all well-

known within this order of discourse, as suggested by the frequency with which they are reproduced. This 

study suggests a high level of intertextuality, as it shows that texts produced later in the year drew on 

discourses which were employed earlier in the year and in all likelihood in previous years as well. 

Furthermore, the �carnism� discourse of which they are part is very common within the media�s order of 

discourse, not just in newspapers but in all aspects of the media. Consider, for instance, the prevalence of 

the �carnism� discourse within TV, e.g. cooking programmes and consumer and lifestyle programmes, in 

advertising, in magazines etc.  

 

According to CDA, an adherence to and reproduction of the order of discourse is an indication of, and 

works towards, the stability of the dominant social order (Jørgensen & Phillips, 2002, p. 73). Social change is 

created when the order of discourse is challenged, i.e. when discourses and genres from other orders of 

discourse are drawn upon (Jørgensen & Phillips, 2002, p. 72). Although this study has shown that an 
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overwhelming majority of the selected articles adhered to the order of discourse, it did find instances of 

discursive events that challenged the order of discourse, thus potentially leading the way for social change. 

These were by far too infrequent to label the articulated discourses dominant, yet for the discussion of 

possibilities for social change, they deserve mention. In two of the analysed articles, the dominant �carnism� 

discourse was replaced by an �animal rights� discourse, typically belonging to the order of discourse of 

social activism. Interestingly, neither was written by a vegetarian author, but instead by carnists discussing 

their own feelings of guilt related to eating meat: 

 

Meat-eating is the thrice a day guilt trip that I am beginning to find intolerable. The case for 

vegetarianism is so overwhelming that the mere sight of a bacon rasher � succulent, salty and 

grease-laden though it might be � is bringing forth pangs of anguish each morning. That case 

has three parts: health, ecology and animals welfare... Morally, the case against causing 

animals prolonged suffering is convincing. Because they are sentient, animals have rights. 

Murdering them for food is a violation of those rights. That is the deontological case. But there 

is also a utilitarian one: in breeding and killing them for food, we cause them more suffering 

than the pleasure we gain by eating their carcases. (Rajan, 1 November, i). 

 

But the truer conclusion to his argument is that we should not eat any of them. The better logic 

is not: �If you eat a sheep, you could eat a puppy�, but: �If you couldn�t eat a puppy, you 

shouldn�t eat a sheep�. Come on, we know we shouldn�t. It�s a bloodbath out there. When they 

read about our dietary habits 200 years from now, it�ll look like a holocaust. Millions of animals 

mistreated, slaughtered, sliced up and delivered to our plates in such a way as to look as unlike 

�a chunk of corpse� as possible. It�s cruel and it�s foul. Imagining it isn�t is part of a bizarre mass 

self-hypnosis. I�m not a vegetarian, by the way. I used to be. I crumbled because I love the taste 

of meat. But the truth is, I feel just the same way about smoking. I smoke because I �enjoy it�, 

yet it�s imbued with a sense of shame and I wish I didn�t... I might start by imagining, every 

time I take a bite of steak, that it was once a terrier. A bit joyless, I know. But we�re too old and 

wise to take thoughtless pleasure in what�s unhealthy and cruel. (Coren, 16 October, The 

Observer). 

 

In the above excerpts, we see clearly an �animal rights� discourse used within the media�s order of 

discourse. This is an example of interdiscursivity, as a discourse which normally belongs to e.g. the order of 
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discourse of social activism and which is normally mixed with genres such as information leaflets and 

protest materials is combined with the genre of news articles within the media�s order of discourse.  

 

The presence of an �animals rights� discourse is seen in the reference to the slaughter of animals as 

�murder�, to meat as �their carcases� and to farming as �a bloodbath� and �a holocaust�. The existence of 

�prolonged suffering� and mistreatment of animals is presupposed and the meat industry is labelled �cruel� 

and �foul�.  While similar arguments were seen elsewhere in this analysis, their overall message was always 

that we should continue to eat meat, because we were meant to, because animals would have no reason to 

live if otherwise or because meat tastes good. In contrast, the overall message of the two articles above is 

that eating meat is wrong and vegetarianism right. This combination of the �animal rights� discourse with 

the genre of news articles represents a challenge to the media�s order of discourse and thus shows a hint of 

potential for social change. 

 

In spite of this potential, the overwhelming majority of discourses on vegetarians and vegetarianism in the 

UK press were negative, working to sustain the continued dominance of carnist discourses and thus the 

hegemonic position of carnism in society. The attitudes, behaviours and experiences of vegetarians were 

constructed through the eyes of carnism, leading to generalisations and stereotyping, and thus 

misrepresenting the lived experience of vegetarianism. The results of this analysis are indicative of a deeply 

unequal power balance between carnism and vegetarianism, which is strengthened and sustained by the 

discursive practices of UK newspapers. Nonetheless, the challenge to the order of discourses seen in the 

employment of an �animal rights� suggest that the hegemony of carnism may be temporary. 
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Conclusion 

 

This thesis was inspired by a desire to investigate commonly believed myths and assumptions about 

vegetarians and vegetarianism, observed through interactions with vegetarians and non-vegetarians alike 

in both the author�s native country of Denmark and her current country of residence, the UK. Due to a firm 

belief that words create meaning, the thesis looked to the institution whose words reach the most people 

on a daily basis � the media, more specifically newspapers. On this basis, the aim of this thesis has been to 

answer the following research question: 

 

What are the dominant discourses on vegetarians and vegetarianism in UK national newspapers and why? 

 

The thesis took the form of a critical discourse analysis of 137 newspaper articles collected from a total of 

20 UK national newspapers written over the course of 2011. Critical discourse analysis (CDA) sees any 

instance of language use as a form of social practice, which both shapes and is shaped by the social world. 

Dominant social groups have more privileged access to dominant discourses, which gives them the power 

to define knowledge, identities and social relations. As the critical focus of CDA is to expose unequal power 

relations, as they are constituted and legitimised through discursive practices, the theory was found useful 

in investigating the construction of vegetarians in a predominantly carnist society. In contrast to 

vegetarianism, carnism is the hegemonic ideology which conditions us to consider the slaughter of animals 

for food justifiable.  

 

The results of this study show that carnist ideology is highly influential in the construction of vegetarians 

and vegetarianism in UK newspapers. In the 137 articles analysed, a total of nine dominant discourses on 

vegetarians and vegetarianism were found, eight of which took a negative stance to vegetarians and 

vegetarianism. The nine dominant discourses construct vegetarians and vegetarianism as overly sensitive, 

as extremist, as privation, as beneficial to human health, as detrimental to human health, as a burden, as 

hypocritical, as unexciting and as self-righteous. 

The eight negative discourses all work to sustain the hegemonic position of carnism in society and to render 

the threat posed by vegetarianism to its power invalid. The �overly sensitive� discourse constructs 

vegetarians as illogical and hysterical, and the �extremism� discourse constructs their views as being the 

result of fanaticism. Both constructions imply that the views of vegetarians are not to be taken seriously. 

The �privation�, �burden� and �unexciting� discourse construct vegetarianism as being so difficult to sustain, 
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so difficult for others to accommodate to and so intolerably boring, that vegetarianism is not even worth 

attempting. The same is true for the �malnutrition� discourse, which constructs vegetarianism as unhealthy. 

The �hypocritical� discourse constructs vegetarians as unable to keep their hands off meat or as hypocritical 

for using other products which can be considered morally questionable. This implies that vegetarians are 

not as morally admirable as �they think they are�. The idea of self-evaluation in vegetarians is constructed 

by the �self-righteous� discourse, which constructs vegetarians as feeling better than and looking down 

upon people who eat meat. The attribution to vegetarians of these undesirable qualities is indicative of a 

�shoot the messenger� syndrome, whereby those who criticise behaviours they believe to be wrong find 

themselves the target of criticism (Cole & Morgan, 2011, p. 149). 

Combined these constructions of vegetarians and vegetarianism sustain an overarching �carnism� discourse, 

which constructs human consumption of animals as justifiable. It does so by constructing carnism as 

normal, natural and necessary, and thereby vegetarianism as abnormal, unnatural and damaging. The 

abnormality of vegetarianism is seen e.g. in its being incongruent with the norms of society, e.g. dinner 

parties, which makes vegetarians a burden on their hosts. The unnaturalness of vegetarianism is seen e.g. 

in that humans have always eaten meat � a fact which the overly sensitive vegetarian is too sentimental to 

accept. Lastly, the damaging effects of vegetarianism is seen e.g. in the biological need in humans to eat 

meat. 

The consequences of these constructions of vegetarians and vegetarianism are many. Firstly, vegetarians 

are marginalised and misrepresented. The dialectical relationship between discourse and the social world 

suggest that the discourses identified in this study do not exist in a vacuum but influence public perceptions 

and attitudes towards vegetarians.  

 

Secondly, it reinforces behaviour which is bad for our planet. According to the Food and Agriculture 

Organisation of the United Nations, the livestock sector�s contribution to environmental problems is 

significant and should be addressed with urgency. (FAO, 2006, p. xx). Worldwide, farmed animals produce 

more greenhouse gas emissions than the world�s entire transport system (FAO, 2006, p. xxi). Livestock 

production accounts for 70% of all agricultural land and 30% of the entire land surface of the planet, playing 

a key role in deforestation and threatening biodiversity (FAO, 2006, p. xxiii). While 64% of the world�s 

population is expected to live in water-stressed conditions by 2025, the livestock sector accounts for over 

8% of global human water use and is a major contributor to water pollution, �dead zones� in coastal areas 

and the degradation of coral reefs (FAO, 2006, p. xxii).  
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Thirdly, the negative constructions of vegetarians and vegetarianism and the near-silencing of their voices 

in the press allow carnists to avoid confronting anti-speciesist motivations for vegetarianism and thus 

question the ethics of their own eating habits (Cole & Morgan, 2011, p. 149). This has obvious 

consequences for the real victims of carnist hegemony, the more than 800 million farmed animals and 70 

million fish that are killed annually for human consumption in the UK (Humane Slaughter Association). As 

Cole and Morgan comment, derogatory discourses on vegetarianism as well as veganism obscure and 

thereby facilitate the continued exploitation and human violence to animals (Cole & Morgan, 2011, p. 134). 

 

Lastly, it has been suggested that animal rights is a social justice issue (Joy, 2011). Speciesism manifests the 

same abuses of power as racism, sexism, heterosexism and other forms of oppression (Irvine, 2007, p. 300). 

The same arbitrary divides that have separated women from men, black people from white people, 

homosexual people from heterosexual people and distinguished our empathy from our apathy still sustain 

the idea of a meaningful divide between humans and animals and continue to confirm the notion of �the 

other� and the right of the powerful group to exert domination over powerless groups. Birke explains that 

systems of domination interconnect and reinforce each other (Birke, 2007, p. 306), perpetuating the 

mentality of domination and subjugation, of privilege and oppression. These ideas date back as far as 

vegetarianism itself, when they were articulated by Pythagoras: 

 

As long as Man continues to be the ruthless destroyer of lower living beings he will never know 

health or peace. For as long as men massacre animals, they will kill each other. Indeed, he who 

sows the seed of murder and pain cannot reap joy and love. 

 

So long as those who criticise, question and reject carnism are considered odd, extreme and illogical, the 

above is unlikely to change. Only if we are able to influence the way vegetarians and vegetarianism are 

constructed and thus understood might their actions come to be seen as the logical conclusion to the perils 

of our planet and our relationship with those with whom we share it. While it is naive to think that the 

world will trade beef burgers for bean burgers and bacon for facon in the near future, the challenge posed 

to the media�s order of discourse by an �animal rights� discourse shows potential for change. It is hoped 

that this thesis has made apparent the unequal power relations that shape discourses on vegetarianism 

and has contributed to unmasking taken-for-granted knowledge of not just vegetarianism but its 

counterpart, too. 
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Last weekend I was taken to southern Tuscany on what MPs and civil servants like to call fact-finding

trips, what journalists call press trips, and what everyone else rudely calls freebies. I had never been to

Tuscany before, put off partly by a cartoon in a long-ago summer edition of Private Eye, which showed

empty Georgian streets, a sign saying Hampstead and underneath it a notice saying "Closed - Gone to

Tuscany".

But this is not high summer and anyway we were in the relatively non-touristy Maremma region, its most

distinctive feature the extensive marshes where vast flocks of flamingos drop in on their way from the

Camargue to Africa. It was malarial swamp country until it was drained in the 1930s by Mussolini, or at

least on his orders. Our guide told us this with the reverence that I had also heard from another guide,

explaining Mussolini's cityscaping schemes, during a (fully paid-for) trip to Rome last year. Both women

referred to Il Duce. Which might not be the same as a guide in Berlin, say, talking respectfully about Der

Fuhrer, but still sounds disconcerting to those of us who were brought up believing that being strung up

by the ankles, in that famous image of his corpse, was no more than Mussolini deserved.

We stayed at L'Andana, a swanky yet charming hotel well off the beaten track, even the track beaten by

escapees from London NW3. Once the home of the Duke of Tuscany, and accordingly a vision in

terracotta, the hotel stands handsomely in 500 hectares of vineyards and olive groves, and is

self-sufficient in olive oil and wine. I think it might be my life's ambition to be self-sufficient in olive oil and

wine; L'Andana achieves it through the patronage of its owner, a construction tycoon called Vittorio

Moretti.

Even more excitingly for us Tuscany first-timers, the approach to L'Andana is a straight drive, almost a

mile long, lined alternately with cypress trees and cork oaks casting sharp shadows, a scene of such

concentrated Tuscan-ness that I was moved almost to tears. Alas, the shadows were only fleetingly

sharp. On our only full day there, it piddled with rain, which at least meant that we could hole up in the

hotel without guilt, eating and drinking. And what food we were served, in particular a pasta with seafood

which made me understand why Italian is the language of superlatives.

One of our party, however, was a . And not one of those wishy-washy who eats

salmon and scoffs a sausage sandwich every so often, but a full-on fundamentalist. When the waiter was

reminded of this, he apologetically whisked away her fettucine ai frutti di mare, and came back five

minutes later with another bowl, which he set before her with a proud flourish. It contained pasta, pine



nuts, tomatoes, wilted spinach ... and a few scattered cubes of pancetta. "Erm, she doesn't eat any meat

or fish at all," said our PR woman to the retreating waiter, who stopped, stupefied, in his tracks. "Not even

bacon?" he cried.

Giovannis as far as the eye can see

We British might consider ourselves fluent in Italian food and drink but all those words for warm drinks

popularised by international coffee-house chains get short shrift in Italy. It took L'Andana's lovely media

relations lady, Francesca, following a mix-up at breakfast when one person ordered a latte and another a

macchiato, to explain to us the difference between caffe macchiato and latte macchiato. Starbucks has

much to answer for.

Some things, however, are universal. Francesca has a young son who still won't sleep through the night,

and she told us about a book written by a Spaniard that is all the rage among despairing mums in Italy,

offering foolproof methods for getting babies and toddlers to sleep for a solid seven hours. I told her that

when my wife and I had the same problem with our second child, the expert du jour was a Frenchman.

Anyway, her wakeful little boy is called Giovanni, and had we been a bunch of impressionable tourists

rather than hard-nosed hacks we might have come home believing that there was a distinct shortage of

male Italian names. The priest who conducts weddings in L'Andana's sweet little chapel is also a

Giovanni, and on our visit to nearby Massa Marittima - one of those amazing Italian towns where the citta

nuova, the "new" bit, dates from the 15th century as opposed to the 12th - we discovered that the

greatest treasures in the medieval cathedral were sculpted by the celebrated Giovanni Pisano

(c1250-c1315).

We paid proper attention to our guide's excellent tour of the cathedral, but I fear she might have discerned

a greater enthusiasm for a fantastic little wine bar and deli round the corner, called Il Bacchino. We

lingered there for rather longer than we had at the altar, thoroughly charmed by the proprietor, who

disappointingly was called Magdy, not Giovanni. But that was explained; he turned out to be Egyptian.

Make sure you hide that olive oil

We flew to Pisa with British Airways, club class no less, with BA's staff on a charm offensive. Our steward

thanked us for flying BA rather as another man might thank you for saving him from a house fire.

Speaking of fire, the woman at Pisa airport's BA check-in desk, having overheard one of our group saying

she would have to check in her bag because of the bottle of olive oil it contained, pointed out sternly that

olive oil wasn't allowed even in the hold, on account of it being flammable. I wonder how many Brits

returning from Tuscany have broken that particular rule? And whether aeroplane fuel might, in fact, be

even more flammable?
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